
ABSTRACT 

MANOGHARAN, GUHAPRASANNA. Hybrid Manufacturing: Analysis of Integrating 

Additive and Subtractive Methods. (Under the directions of Dr. Richard A. Wysk and Dr. 

Ola L.A. Harrysson) 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has enabled the fabrication of complex, tough-to-

process alloys using a layer based approach but often produces parts with less desirable 

surface roughness and tolerance. Subtractive methods, e.g., machining, typically produce 

parts with more desirable feature accuracy and surface roughness but require special tooling 

and fixtures for each part design. In this work, a novel ‘Hybrid’ approach called AIMS 

(Additive Methods Integrated with Subtractive Methods) based on discrete integration of a 

recent development in CNC-RP (Rapid Prototyping) with AM methods is presented, which is 

particularly well suited for low volume batch production. The hypothesis of this research is 

that if properly configured, the best engineering aspects of additive processes (near-net shape 

parts) and subtractive processes (better geometric accuracy and surface finish) can be 

obtained for most part geometries using direct digital manufacturing methods.  

In this research, salient features associated with critical geometrical tolerances and 

stacking in transforming the part design from CAD through AM, fixture design and finish 

machining in a 4-axis set-up are presented. An overall architecture comprising the 

computational and physical attributes of AIMS is developed. The effects of work-holding a 

near-net AM part for hybrid manufacturing are modeled to analyze the interactions between 

initial net-shape part geometric error and final part accuracy as a function of part geometry. 

This information is used to determine overgrowth requirements needed to accommodate 

finish-machining allowance. Specifically, the influence of fixture form   accuracy and surface 

characteristics are analyzed to determine the maximum part manufacturing deviation. The 



 
 

sacrificial fixture design and location with respect to CNC-RP visibility analysis is also 

developed. Based on the fixture deviation, a model for the part deviation (machining 

allowance) is developed based on part geometry and tolerance requirement along with 

validation. Further, an economic study of AIMS and CNC-RP is presented to identify and 

analyze the major cost variables associated with them, thereby providing an economic 

justification for the introduced AIMS hybrid process for low volume batch production of 

tough to machine alloys.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

 Ever since its development in the 1980s, Additive Manufacturing (AM) (Rapid 

Prototyping as it was originally called), has emerged as a powerful facet of advanced 

manufacturing [1]. Additive manufacturing is defined by the American Society of Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) as “The process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model 

data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies; 

Synonyms: 3D printing, additive fabrication, additive process, additive techniques, additive 

layer manufacturing, layer manufacturing, and freeform fabrication” [2]. This chapter 

provides an introduction to AM processes, their advantages, limitations and a novel hybrid 

process to combine the capabilities of both AM and subtractive methods. 

In about the same period, the digital revolution has contributed to the ever-growing 

computing and communication capabilities [3]. This culmination of cloud-based technology 

and reverse engineering of complex part designs (such as implants through CT/MRI) along 

with AM capabilities has revolutionized advanced manufacturing. The Society of 

Manufacturing Engineers (SME) defines this Direct Digital Manufacturing as “The process 

of going directly from an electronic, digital representation of a part to the final product via 

additive manufacturing” [4]. The processing capabilities of AM methods of this decade have 

gradually evolved from their early application for ‘Rapid Prototyping-RP’, where the 

principle of 3D printing was used only in the product development stage in manufacturing. 

This was primarily due to the limited mechanical strength of the materials that could be 

processed through 3D printers, e.g. plastics and sand.  
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Since then, the range of materials that can be processed has grown steadily and now 

includes elastomers, biomaterials, alloys ranging from Aluminum to high-temperature 

Nickel, Chromium based superalloys such as Inconel, and ceramics. Some of these expensive 

alloys are often difficult to process through conventional manufacturing methods such as 

casting, forging, and machining. AM offers a unique advantage for processing such materials 

through the layer-based approach as opposed to the traditional ‘bulk’ manufacturing and 

material removal methods. In some materials, traditionally cast ingots suffer from 

inhomogeneity in the grain and phase distributions [5 and 6].  

 Another distinctive contribution of AM to the field of manufacturing is ‘freeform 

fabrication’, i.e. the ability to fabricate complicated part designs without the need for stock 

material and custom fixtures for every part design. This layer-based approach furthers the 

design-driven application of manufacturing ranging from conformal cooling channels [7] to 

life-saving custom biocompatible implants [8]. 

 In summary, AM provides the capabilities to process an ever-growing range of 

materials and produce parts with complex geometries without the additional cost and time 

associated with making fixtures, dies and tools (as in conventional manufacturing). However, 

when compared to conventional methods (Subtractive Methods-SM such as machining), 

current AM methods produce parts with poorer surface finish and part accuracy. These 

aspects are not critical factors in certain applications such as biomedical implants where 

rougher surfaces are preferred to accelerate bone ingrowth [9]. However, for most 

mechanical and aerospace applications, superior surface finish and part accuracies are 
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desired. Hence, there is a tremendous need to solve two major challenges in AM: (1) 

Increasing part accuracy and (2) Improving surface finish.  

The fundamental approaches in addressing these challenges are to: (1) Improve the 

performance of each AM processes and/or (2) Develop a hybrid process that incorporates 

AM methods as a pre-cursor where ‘near-net’ AM-made parts can be coupled with 

conventional material removal processes such as machining.  The former is relatively 

challenging and time-consuming since there are multiple AM processes with unique 

processing techniques and characteristics such as energy source (laser, electron beam), 

processing nature (binder jetting, material powder bed fusion), etc. In order to improve the 

process performance of each AM method, discrete research efforts targeted at specific AM 

technologies are required. 

The second approach employs AM to produce near-net parts and incorporate a 

‘hybrid strategy’ where SM is the secondary operation to improve part accuracy and surface 

finish. Several investigators have identified the need for secondary operations and the 

advantages in coupling AM and SM methods [10 and 11]. Hybrid strategies have been 

developed for specific AM methods where additive and subtractive operations are repeated in 

a cycle until the final part is created [11 and 12] but limited to the nature of each individual 

AM process.  For instance, in AM processes categorized as powder bed fusion processes 

where the material is spread across in each layer, such hybrid strategies are not feasible. 

Hence, it is more efficient and rational to develop a hybrid strategy which is versatile and 

independent of any AM process characteristics.  
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Such a hybrid process needs to be consolidated yet adaptable to combine any near-net 

AM process with conventional SM process. Successful development and implementation of 

such a hybrid process can accelerate the applications of AM-made parts and efficiently 

incorporate functionality such as part accuracy and surface finish (e.g. assembly sub-parts). 

This thesis presents a novel hybrid process called Additive methods Integrated with 

Subtractive Methods called AIMS which can be implemented with any near-net AM process 

to successfully produce AM-made parts with desirable surface finish and required part 

accuracy.  

AIMS can integrate any AM method with a recently developed SM method called 

CNC-RP [13 and 14]. Similar to AM methods, the part is fabricated in layers in CNC-RP. 

However, rather than adding materials in each layers, CNC-RP removes materials through 

island-milling and automatic tool path planning via a CAD/CAM system. The part is 

machined from a symmetrical bar stock supported between the centers of a rotary indexer. 

Sacrificial fixtures are added to the part design to support the part throughout the process of 

machining. Due to the use of rotary indexer, manual refixturing of the stock is eliminated.  

However, both traditional SM and CNC-RP processes can result in inefficient material 

utilization due to loss through chips and scraps.  AIMS combines the advantages of AM 

processes (elimination of fixtures, processing of tough-to-machine alloys, etc.) with those of 

CNC-RP (better surface finish and process accuracy, automatic re-configurability using an 

indexer) while collectively eliminating the disadvantages of AM (need for secondary 

machining) and CNC-RP (material utilization).  
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However, as previously mentioned, near-net metal AM parts have feature 

inaccuracies and as-cast like surface roughness. There are significant deviations associated 

with work-holding a near-net part/fixture when compared to using a conventional bar-stock 

(as in CNC-RP). Hence, an analytical model that captures the effects of tolerance stacking 

associated with the CNC machine set-up, fixtures’ location and part design is required. This 

research aims to model the maximum part-feature deviations as a function of errors 

associated with the fixtures in a 4-axis set-up (CNC-RP). This information can then be used 

to compensate for machining allowance in order to produce the final part.  Findings from this 

study will further efforts to completely automate this hybrid process. Additional efforts to 

adapt this hybrid approach to a variety of part geometries, sacrificial fixture designs, 

materials and tolerances are required. This research is the primary step in characterizing the 

fixture error and part deviation. This information can be used to optimize machining 

allowance and better predict fixturing inaccuracies. 

Summary 

In this chapter, an overview of two different manufacturing approaches i.e. AM and 

SM is presented along with the motivation for the development of a generic hybrid process in 

AIMS. The fundamental difference between work-holding a conventional bar stock and a 

near-net shaped part is noted. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as: Chapter 2 

describes direct digital manufacturing methods including AM, SM and current hybrid 

processes. This chapter also outlines the advantages and limitations of existing hybrid 

processes.  
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Chapter 3 describes the objectives of this study and a framework for the development 

and implementation of the AIMS process including the physical and software architecture 

required to develop an automated AIMS system. Chapter 4 presents the methodology 

associated with developing models to address the objectives. Chapter 5 presents the results 

and analysis based on this study. Chapter 6 details an economic model to evaluate the 

economic justification for this hybrid process. A summary of research and future directions 

are presented in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

 In order to address the requirement of a hybrid process applicable to all AM methods, 

it is important to understand the principles of different AM methods. Learning about existing 

hybrid approaches enables us to identify the requirements and constraints that need to be 

considered. This chapter aids in the development of a new system by reviewing some of the 

prior research corresponding to additive manufacturing, subtractive manufacturing and 

current hybrid methods. Since this research is targeted at metal-based AM processes, they are 

reviewed in detail. Section 2.1 identifies the major types of AM and details some of the 

current metal-based AM processes. Advantages and limitations of current metal-AM 

processes are outlined. Section 2.2 outlines a specific subtractive manufacturing method 

namely, CNC-RP. Section 2.3 overviews the current hybrid manufacturing method in the 

context of metal additive methods. Subsequently, based on the review of current methods, the 

motivation for a new hybrid manufacturing method and the desired hybrid process 

capabilities are stated. Finally, Section 2.4 presents a review of cost models developed for 

AM processes and identifies the need for a hybrid cost model for metal AM. 

2.1 Additive Manufacturing 

The principle of additive manufacturing lies in fabricating a part layer-by-layer 

through a bottom-to-top approach by combining materials. The CAD file of the required part 

is sliced across each layer along the direction of fabrication as shown in Figure 1 below [1].   
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Figure 1: Principle of Additive Manufacturing 

Upon generating process files for the machine, the file is transferred to the machine 

and built layer-by-layer. The part is then removed from the AM machine for post-processing 

such as removal of sacrificial supports for any overhanging edges. Figure 2 below shows an 

example of such sacrificial support structures.  

 

 

Figure 2: Part Volume and Sacrificial Support Volume 
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Based on this layered approach, AM has evolved over the past few decades to process 

a variety of materials such as polymers, metals, ceramics, etc. Also, the techniques for 

combining those materials in layers vary from using laser for selectively solidifying photo-

curable polymers to using electron-beam for selectively melting superalloys. There are 

several approaches to categorize all AM methods based on the nature of raw material [2], 

aggregation geometry during deposition [3] and energy or process source [4]. Another study 

classified AM techniques based on functional framework such as material, patterning energy, 

phenomena of creating primitive geometry, nature of adding materials and support 

mechanism [5]. Figure 3 [5] shows the functional classification of Electron Beam Melting 

(EBM), Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Laser Sintering (LS) and Laser Engineered 

Net Shaping (LENS) based on the framework. 
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Figure 3: Functional Classification of Thermal Energy based AM Methods 
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AM process categories developed by ASTM International, ASTM F2792-12a for 

existing AM methodologies are a recent development and are being adopted by the ISO TC 

261 committee [6]: 

 Binder Jetting: “An additive manufacturing process in which a liquid 

bonding agent is selectively deposited to join powder materials”.  They are 

often used to bind a range of materials including plastic, metals, ceramics and 

sand to produce molds and parts; e.g. Exone
®
 systems  

 Directed Energy Deposition: “An additive manufacturing process in which 

focused thermal energy is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being 

deposited”. They are often used for both wire and powder based materials 

using laser, electron beam or plasma arc as the energy source. They are 

preferred for repair applications; e.g. LENS from Optomec
®
 and EBF

3
 

developed by NASA Langley Research Center which uses a wire feed along 

with an electron beam gun to deposit material. 

 Material Extrusion: “An additive manufacturing process in which material is 

selectively dispensed through a nozzle or orifice”. They are mostly used to 

process polymers and are often used for prototyping during the product 

development stage; e.g. Dimension
®
 from Stratasys

®
 and Cube

®
 series from 

3D systems
®
. 
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 Material Jetting: “An additive manufacturing process in which droplets of 

build material are selectively deposited”. They are mostly used to process wax 

and photopolymers; e.g. Objet
®
 from Stratasys

®
. 

 Powder Bed Fusion: “An additive manufacturing process in which thermal 

energy selectively fuses regions of a powder bed”; e.g. DMLS
® 

from EOS
®
 

using laser and EBM S12
® 

and A2
® 

from Arcam
®
. 

 Sheet Lamination: “An additive manufacturing process in which sheets of 

material are bonded to form an object”; e.g. SonicLayer
® 

series from 

Fabrisonic
®
 using ultrasonic transducer to merge layers of metals.  

 Vat Polymerization: “An additive manufacturing process in which liquid 

photopolymer in a vat is selectively cured by light-activated polymerization”. 

They are only used to process photo-curable polymers; e.g. iPro
™ 

SLA
®
 

(StereoLithography Apparatus) from 3Dsystems
®

.  

Sub-sections 2.1.1-2.1.3 provide examples from specific metal-based AM processes 

from the categories of binder jetting, directed energy deposition and powder-bed fusion. 

Since this research focuses on part accuracy and surface finish of metal-AMs, the difference 

in the metallurgical and mechanical properties across these methods are not identified 

(although they are important factors to be considered for load-bearing applications). 
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2.1.1 Binder Jetting 

In the process of binder jetting, a layer of material (metal, polymers, sand and 

ceramics) is spread with selective deposition of binders. Figure 4 outlines the binder jetting 

principle [7].  

 

 

Figure 4: Principle of Binder Jetting 

 Depending on the slices from the CAD file, binders are selectively applied using 

inkjet-printing technology. Subsequently, the next layer is spread across the platform and this 

process is continued until the final layer is finished. After the dispensing of binder for the 

final layer, the bound metal part (called the ‘green part’) is metallurgically bonded through 

sintering in a furnace to produce the final part, often through infiltration of other materials 

(e.g. bronze) to achieve full density.  
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2.1.2 Directed Energy Deposition 

In the case of directed energy deposition, an energy source (laser or electron beam) is 

targeted at a flow of material (powder or wire) and deposits material based on information 

from each layer of the CAD file through precisely coordinated motion control between the 

energy source and material supply.  An illustration of directed energy principle based on 

LENS process using laser and directed powder supply is presented in Figure 5 [8 and 9]. In 

some cases, the substrate/build plate and/or laser-powder supply are mounted on a 5-axis 

platform in order to create parts with overhanging edges without creating sacrificial supports 

[8].  

 

 

Figure 5: Principle of LENS 
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Another example of the directed energy deposition process is the Electron Beam 

Freeform fabrication- EBF
3
 where the electron beam is the energy source and the material is 

supplied through a wire feeding system [10].  

 

 

Figure 6: Principle of EBF
3
 

Figure 6 presents a directed energy deposition process using electron beam and wire-

fed material [10]. Similar to the LENS process, studies have been conducted to optimize the 

EBF
3
 process by varying the wire feed angle and the electron beam process parameters 

taking place in the vacuum environment [10]. 

2.1.3 Powder Bed-Fusion 

In the case of powder bed-fusion methods, an energy source (laser or electron beam) 

is targeted at a spread layer of powder material (metal) to specifically melt segments of 

material based on information from each layer of the CAD file. Figure 7 outlines the powder 
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bed-fusion principle in the case of the EBM process using an electron beam as the energy 

source with spread powder layers. 

 A unique aspect of such a metal based powder-bed fusion is the ability to vary the 

processing parameters (power, speed, energy distribution, etc.) to easily generate support 

structures for complex overhanging surfaces as shown in Figure 2 with relatively simple 

process planning. EBM is classified as a hot-bed AM process since the entire powder bed is 

maintained at an elevated temperature throughout the build process. When compared to other 

powder-bed laser (cold bed) processes, EBM functions in vacuum as opposed to inert gas and 

accelerated electron beam employs higher power to completely melt the powder particles. It 

should also be noted that currently, there is only one EBM based AM process in the market 

(Arcam, Sweden). 
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Figure 7: Principle of EBM 

 Another example of the powder bed-fusion process is the Selective Laser Melting 

(SLM) where the laser beam is the energy source and the powder material is spread across 

the build platform as shown in Figure 8 [12]. There are several laser based cold powder bed 

AM machines including DMLS and SLS that fully melt the powder. 
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Figure 8: Principle of SLM 

2.1.4 Attributes of Metal Additive Manufacturing 

The ‘freeform’ fabrication principle of AM eliminates the need for expensive tooling 

that adds significant cost and production time, particularly for smaller batch sizes. When 

compared to conventional manufacturing methods (including subtractive methods), the 

material utilization rate is very high in the case of AM since often there is little wastage of 

expensive materials in the form of support materials when compared to machining scraps and 

chips from a stock material. In some metal AM processes, considerable process planning and 

secondary operations are required to remove the support material. From the material 

standpoint, metal-AM has an advantage over other methods since it can be used to easily 

process tough-to-process alloys (casting, machining). In some cases, conventional bulk 

formation methods such as casting of superalloys suffer from non-homogeneity across the 

cast ingots, hence compromising the mechanical and metallurgical properties [13].   
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Several studies have shown that metal-AM parts have similar or superior mechanical 

properties when compared to similarly wrought alloys [14 and 15]. Another major advantage 

of metal-AM is the limitless possibility of design complexity as shown in Figure 9 below 

(ranging from complex biomedical implants to engineered lattice structures). 

 

 

Figure 9: Metal-AM Part Design Complexities 

The applications of metal-AM range from custom biomedical implants [16], complex 

aerospace parts [17] to the fabrication of injection molding tooling with conformal cooling 

channels [12]. However, current metal-AM methods suffer from poor surface finish and part 

inaccuracies when compared to subtractive methods [18]. In the case of powder-bed fusion 

processes (such as SLM and EBM), metallurgical (and often mechanical) bonding of 

unprocessed metal powders with processed surface occurs leading to surfaces similar to ‘as-

cast’ parts. In the case of binder-jetting process, similar limitations are accompanied by 

warping and shrinkage during the sintering process in the furnace. 
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 In the case of directed energy deposition methods such as EBF
3 

(without any 

subtractive elements), the layer thickness is relatively high, leading to loss of finer part 

features. Also, there are issues such as bundling of material at corners and overflow of 

molten materials along edges. Hence it is apparent that while metal-AM has several unique 

advantages over other manufacturing approaches, they require significant secondary 

processing to generate parts within the tolerances of the required specification and surface 

finish (two critical aspects when the part is involved in assemblies). 

2.2 Subtractive Manufacturing 

In the case of subtractive manufacturing, as opposed to AM principle, material is 

removed from a stock using several techniques such as machining (using a machine tool), 

laser cutting, Electric Discharge Machining (EDM), etc. Contrary to the AM principle, 

subtractive manufacturing has a ‘top-to-bottom’ approach. While there are several such 

methods, this research focuses on a recently developed subtractive process called CNC-RP, 

since it is analogous to the ‘layer approach’ found in AM processes [19].  Further, as in the 

‘freeform’ aspect of AM, CNC-RP provides a comparable yet unique aspect of generating a 

part directly from a CAD file without any custom fixtures or tooling through machining. 

Similarly, a single-setup approach of CNC-RP has been extended to ‘subtract’ material 

through EDM [12]. 

2.2.1 CNC-RP 

The recently developed CNC-RP produces accurate functional parts directly from a 

CAD model and available tool library (of the machine tool) without any human intervention 
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or specialized fixtures (similar to AM) by using a 4-axis CNC setup and sacrificial fixturing 

techniques (similar to AM) as shown in Figure 10 [19].  

 

 

Figure 10: CNC-RP Process; (a) Setup (b) Example 
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A CAD file of the desired part is analyzed by the CNC-RP software using visibility 

analysis to identify the sequence and minimal orientations required to produce the part from a 

round bar stock [19, 21 and 22].  Sacrificial fixtures or struts are added to the original STL 

model to support the finished part within the stock and for it to remain in place for the 

duration of the manufacturing process. The size of the sacrificial fixturing is a function of the 

material properties of the stock and is determined based on an allowable deflection during 

milling. Upon determining the sequence and machining orientations from the visibility 

analysis, the sacrificial fixtures are integrated into the STL model automatically. 

From the standpoint of selection of machining parameters and tooling, CNC-RP 

operations can be distinguished into the following stages: (1) Hogging, where feature-

independent z-planar roughing operation with larger depth of cut is used to reduce the 

cylinder into a roughing stock, (2) Roughing, where feature-dependent island milling is 

pursued based on visibility analysis to reduce the part to ‘near-net’ dimensions and finally, 

(3) Finishing, where feature-dependent island milling with a smaller cutting tool at finish 

machining conditions is pursued to produce the part to required dimensions. The grouping of 

CNC-RP stages is based on the material removal rate and individual purpose of the stages. 

This grouping enables the identification of the ‘finishing’ CNC-RP stage that can be 

integrated with ‘near-net’ additive processes in a hybrid process.  Figure 11 outlines the 

purpose of hogging, which is for ‘material clearance’ in order to machine based on the 

required part geometry at each layer. 
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Figure 11: CNC-RP Process- Setup and after Hogging 

2.2.2 Attributes of CNC-RP 

When compared to AM methods, CNC-RP provides superior part accuracy and 

surface finish (similar to conventional machining methods). In most cases, the part accuracy 

is that of the machine tool tolerance in the order of a few microns. Further, the automated 

aspect of CNC-RP requires minimal expertise to execute the ‘click-to-machine’ program, 

similar to the commonly used AM methods. However, due to geometric limitations similar to 

traditional manufacturing, CNC-RP is limited to the part design complexities that can be 

created. 
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For instance, part geometries like non-stochastic lattice structures and complex 

contours as shown in Figure 10 cannot be produced through CNC-RP (or traditional 

machining without multiple fixtures).  From a sustainability standpoint, the raw material-part 

volume ratio is often very low for subtractive processes since the majority of the material can 

end up as scrap and chips. In the cases of machining expensive superalloys using CNC-RP, 

the low material efficiency is coupled with the low machinability and such alloys are often 

difficult to process through other conventional methods. As a result, the tooling cost is high, 

which increases the unit price, particularly in the case of low volume batch production.  

2.3 Hybrid Manufacturing 

In order to economically produce a part with required accuracy and specifications, 

often several manufacturing processes are combined. These are often referred to as ‘hybrid 

processes’. Such an integrated approach eliminates the limitations of individual processes 

while aggregating their advantages. There have been several studies that have compared 

different definitions and classifications of hybrid processes [23, 24 and 25]. Researchers have 

extensively focused on ‘hybrid machining’ where more than one distinct machining process 

(e.g. milling, boring, drilling, etc.) has been employed to remove material and generate the 

required part [26, 27 and 28]. The definition of a ‘hybrid process’ has varied based on the 

material used (such as composite products) [29], the combination of more than one ‘active 

principle’ (such as laser assisted turning/ milling) [23 and 30], the combination of different 

energy forms [28], etc.  
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In the case of hybrid additive manufacturing, there is a comprehensive review of 

multiple techniques such as melting of deposited material at different heat conditions, mixing 

of different materials during deposition, deposition of discrete materials, etc. [23].  The 

International Academy for Production Engineering- CIRP has proposed the following 

definitions for hybrid processes [23]: 

1) “Open definition: A hybrid manufacturing process combines two or more 

established manufacturing processes into a new combined set-up whereby the 

advantages of each discrete process can be exploited synergistically;” 

2) “Narrow definition: Hybrid processes comprise a simultaneous acting of different 

(chemical, physical, controlled) processing principles on the same processing 

zone.” 

In the context of this research, a hybrid process refers to the combination of an 

additive and subtractive process. By combining the advantages of such different 

manufacturing approaches, the disadvantages associated with the individual techniques can 

be eliminated. Sub-section 2.3.1 details such hybrid processes. With respect to the major 

metal AM processes detailed in Section 2.1, much of the current hybrid methods are focused 

only on directed energy deposition and are not applicable for binder jetting and powder bed-

fusion methods.  
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2.3.1 ECLIPSE-RP 

Most AM and Hybrid processes uses STL (Stereolithography) file format, which is a 

triangulated mesh of the desired part and is feature and unit independent.  

As opposed to the STL file format, this hybrid process uses STEP AP203 file format 

to identify three-dimensional part volumes that can be derived from machining segments 

(holes, slot, pocket and miscellaneous surfaces) in a thicker layer of sheet material (3-30mm) 

and are subsequently, glued to each other using a custom 6-axis set-up. The 6-axis set up 

enables machining of vertical walls in the part if required [31].     

  

 

Figure 12: ECLIPSE-RP Hybrid process 
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As shown in Figure 12 [31], after intensive process planning a sheet stock material is 

machined, reversed in a special fixture and additional sheet of stock material is glue-pressed 

on to its backside. Then, machining is conducted on the newly pressed sheet metal and this 

process continues until the final part is fabricated.  The mechanical strength of parts 

produced via this method depends on the adhesive strength across layers. 

2.3.2 SLC 

The Selective Laser Cladding process shown in Figure 13 uses metal powder with a 

polymer binder along with Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) to apply laser energy onto the 

thermo-plastic coated metal powder bed, thereby vaporizing the thermoplastic coating.  

The process planning considers the sequence of laser cladding and machining (i.e. 

layers at which machining is pursued and the corresponding toolpath) [32].  
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Figure 13: Hybrid SLC process 

Finally, the part is infiltrated with copper to fill the voids caused by the vaporization 

of the photo-polymers. The process was validated through a fabrication of 3 mm tall square 

part. Further, as prevalent in most laser-cladding operations/applications, the process was 

successfully implemented to modify/repair a CNC-made injection mold.  
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2.3.3 LAMP process 

Laser-aided Manufacturing Process (LAMP) process is a hybrid process comprising 

of powder-fed laser deposition process and a 5-axis CNC machining system [33 and 34]. 

Upon process planning (sequence of deposition and machining toolpath), a laser is used to 

selectively deposit material in the machine volume and a milling tool is used to finish 

machine the layers as shown in Figure 14 [34].  

 

 

Figure 14: LAMP process 
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In order to fabricate parts with overhanging edges, the deposition plate is rotated 

about the machine axis by adding 5-axis capability. The process was demonstrated to 

generate parts with overhanging angle of 45º. It should be noted that the largest cross-section 

of the part should always be the first layer of the build in order to withstand machining 

forces.  

Detailed process planning is required to produce complex parts by decomposing a 

solid model to identify the sequence of deposition and machining of each individual volume 

features in the model [33].  

A study was conducted to evaluate the complexity of possible part designs for hybrid 

processes involving layered manufacturing and subtractive machining based on 

manufacturability indexes [35]. 

2.3.4 Ultrasonic Consolidation 

Ultrasonic Consolidation (UC) is a hybrid technique where high-frequency ultrasonic 

energy applies combined static and oscillating shear forces to sheets of metal foils to cause 

metallurgical bonds as shown in Figure 15 [36]. UC is combined with CNC milling to 

produce part features on the adhered layers [36 and 37]. As with traditional material removal 

processes, there is lower material utilization (machining chips) and when compared to hot-

bed and laser AM processes, the mechanical properties of the part highly depends on the 

strength of metallurgical adhesion between each layers. Further, as opposed to powder-bed 

processes, sacrificial support features cannot be included and thereby limiting the feasible 

part designs. 
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Figure 15: Ultrasonic Consolidation 

2.3.5 3D Deposition-Milling 

There are several studies focused on the development of hybrid processes via welding 

based deposition using laser arc welding [38] and metal inert gas welding [39] with wire-feed 

for deposition.  Similar to aforementioned hybrid processes, the welding torches are retro-

fitted into a CNC machine to enable the cycle of deposition and machining. The 

microstructures from such processes showed the non-uniform microstructure evolution (in 

size and phase distribution) at the base layer and across layers. Additionally, there were 

discontinuous grain structures due to gaps in the weld beads [38]. 
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2.3.5 Attributes of Current Hybrid Processes 

The following are some of the major collective attributes of the existing hybrid 

systems (within the realm of additive-subtractive hybrid processes):  

 Constant/Fixed Constant coordinate system to seamlessly switch between 

additive and subtractive operations  

 Because of the access to various CNC machine tools, several machining 

operations such as milling, drilling, grinding etc. can be pursued along with 

the additive approach. 

 Significant process planning is required to identify the sequence of deposition 

and machining, since ‘inference/gauge check’ is indispensable to ensure that 

the deposition element (weld or laser heads, powder feed) and the machine 

tool do not collide with each other or with the part. 

 The down-time associated with constant tool changes caused by switching 

between deposition and milling tool is a non-value adding step. 

 There are concerns with the microstructure associated with the irregular heat 

distribution cycles (e.g. machining every 2 layers vs. machining after 10 

layers of deposition); post-processing heat treatment would be required here.  

 The use of coolant during machining is not feasible because of the use of laser 

(optics) and welding heads. This is particularly detrimental while processing 

tough-to-machine alloys and could significantly increase the tooling cost. 
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 The weldability of superalloys is inferior to that of other commonly used 

alloys [40]. This could limit such hybrid processes from successfully 

producing parts for aerospace and mechanical applications. 

 Complex part designs with non-uniformly varying cross-sections are a 

challenge to produce using such processes due to the infeasibility of 

incorporating support structures for overhanging edges. 

In addition to these attributes, it should be noted that the current hybrid processes are 

applicable only to direct energy deposition processes. 

2.4 Desired Attributes in a Hybrid Method 

Based on the discussion from Section 2.3, it is important to develop a ‘global’ hybrid 

approach that can be integrated with other types of metal additive manufacturing methods 

such as the binder jetting and powder-bed fusion processes. The processing capability (range 

of materials and applications) are ever-growing in AM processes such as EBM, SLM, SLS, 

etc. It is therefore necessary to develop a hybrid process that can be integrated to combine 

advantages from such methods. For instance, existing hybrid approaches of deposition-

machining are not feasible for powder-bed fusion processes as they would damage the non-

processed powders and any support, making it impossible to proceed with subsequent layers. 

Further, in some AM process such as EBM, it is not feasible to operate/possess the machine 

tool in the same build environment because the EBM operates under high vacuum conditions.  
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Because of the nature of such AM processes (hot-bed temperature with slow cooling 

in inert atmosphere), they are preferred to process superalloys and have better metallurgical 

conditions. In conclusion, a novel hybrid process is desired such that it is not linked to a 

specific category of AM techniques but can cater to any AM process.  

This can be used to produce parts made of tough-to-process alloys with minimal 

machining so as to achieve precision tolerance and surface finish. Similar to the ‘click-to-

print’ approach of AM, the hybrid process should not require custom fixtures and tools based 

on part design and should be able to operate with minimal human intervention and expertise. 

The hybrid process should be applicable without any modifications to existing AM methods.  

2.5 Economic Analyses 

The success and widespread implementation of any manufacturing process is based 

on its technical viability and economic feasibility. The advantages and challenges of AM 

processes is highlighted in Section 2.1. In this section, an overview of prior work in metal 

AM economics and listed major cost factors in AM is presented. According to latest 

Wohler’s report (2013), the market for AM, including all products and services, grew by 26 

% (Compounded Annual Growth Rate) to a total of $ 2.204 billion globally [41]. This 

estimate consists of revenue associated with primary AM market in AM products including 

AM systems, upgrades, materials, etc. and AM services through service providers, contracts, 

training, R&D etc. In particular, revenues associated with metal AM grew by 38.3% to a total 

of $ 24.9 million which indicates tremendous interest and potential for further improving 

end-metal AM products. 
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The project, CoA
2
MPLy (Cost Analysis for Additive Manufacturing during Product 

Lifestyle) is focused on estimating the benefits of metal AM through a lifecycle-based 

approach [42 and 43]. It was noted that material cost is one of the two largest contributors to 

the total cost of the part along with operation cost [43]. In metal-AM operation, the build 

time (speed) and personnel cost were identified as the major factors in the high cost, 

particularly in the case of parts with shorter product lifecycle [42 and 43]. Hence, it was 

highlighted that part design optimization should be verified to lower part renewal. The final 

cost driver noted by the project was that of data-preparation due to higher labor costs since 

skilled and experienced engineering is required to ‘prepare’ building plans, particularly in the 

case of higher units of smaller parts [43].  

 A recent study analyzed the AM supply chain in the production of spare parts and 

concluded that lower machine cost and distributed production system with decentralized 

production location is more economical for rapid manufacturing [44]. The study focused on 

spare parts supply chain and noted that such supply chains for capital-intensive technologies 

like AM will result in lower overall operation costs, down time and higher flexibility. Similar 

findings were listed in another study which conducted make or buy analysis for rapid 

manufacturing [45].  Prior studies have compared the cost of producing parts through 

traditional methods and AM and it was consistently noted that AM is suited for small batch 

production but the cost is impacted by AM machine and labor costs [46 and 47]. Advantage 

of AM capabilities was highlighted through a FEA-based case study on an aerospace part 

redesign and the AM cost (DMLS) was compared to high-pressure design casting [46].  
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The significant impact of AM machine cost was shown with respect to production 

volume (e.g. Inject molding) and cost of computational tools required in metal AM were 

detailed [47].  In the case of powder-bed processes, studies have shown that part size and 

packing ratio are the two critical features in lowering unit cost [48], particularly when 

simultaneously producing different part designs [49] and in some cases up to 41% [50] 

reduction has been realized.  

The existing economic models assume a fixed amount of time for ‘post-processing’ 

which varies from removal of support-structures to heat-treatment (annealing) in laser 

powder-bed processes. The current literature lacks an economic model which takes into 

account the post-process planning, machining time, etc. based on the part geometry, 

machining allowance, machinability, etc. Such an economic model will better reflect the 

impact of ‘batch’ metal AM-production or mixed components production in powder-bed 

processes on overall unit cost. Secondary market associated with AM including tooling 

produced from AM products grew by 10% to $1.19 billion in 2012 [41]. This secondary 

market will further benefit from shorter lead-time in post-processing through modular 

finishing operation. Development of a hybrid AIMS cost model will be useful to evaluate the 

performance and critical cost factors in AIMS, similar to existing literature studies in 

identifying critical factors in pure AM processes. 
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Summary 

 This chapter provides an overview of different AM methods and their classifications. 

The metal-based AM processes are outlined in detail with their advantages and limitations. A 

‘layer-based’ AM-like subtractive method, called CNC-RP is also detailed with its 

advantages and challenges. Further, existing hybrid processes are studied for their processing 

capabilities and limitations. Based on the review, attributes desired in a novel hybrid process 

that can be integrated with any AM process without considering constraints such as lack of 

support structures, limitations in part geometry, etc., are described. Finally, the need for an 

economic model that would include hybrid cost components is illustrated. 
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CHAPTER 3: HYBIRD MANUFACTURING- AIMS SYSTEM  ARCHITECTURE 

Introduction 

This research is motivated by the need for integrating additive and subtractive 

processes to produce complex part geometries directly from a CAD model with minimal 

machining to achieve precision part-feature accuracy and fine surface finish. In the case of 

lots of ‘one-to-few’, it is extremely expensive to fabricate custom fixtures and special 

workholding devices that may be necessary to secure and locate complex part geometries. In 

many of these cases, the cost of the fixture can be significantly higher than that of the part 

being produced, especially since the fixture generally requires an accuracy of ten-times that 

of the part being produced.  Further, there is a design and fabrication time associated with 

creating custom fixtures that will extend the time to actually make a final part. Therefore, the 

overall unit cost increases tremendously. Such approaches are preferable for mass production 

(e.g., sand casted engine blocks), where relatively large batch sizes of a single part design 

undergo secondary and/or finishing operation. In the proposed hybrid manufacturing process, 

sacrificial fixtures required to secure the part during the subtractive process are added to the 

desired part prior to ‘near-net’ manufacturing.  

In order to characterize this process, it is important to define the hybrid approach and 

develop an architecture that details the flow of material (physical) and information 

(algorithmic) through the system. The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the process 

flow and identify the variables and requirements during process planning at each stage of the 

process.  
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Such an approach will outline the overall requirements to further automate and 

develop this process. Section 3.1 details the fundamental approach of the proposed hybrid 

process using an AM system, or for presentation an Arcam EBM (Section 2.1.3) in the 

additive stage and CNC-RP (Section 2.2.1) in the subtractive stage. However, it should be 

noted that the concept of creating linkage through integrated sacrificial fixtures between 

these two discrete stages can be employed with any additive process (e.g., LENS, DMLS) 

and subtractive process (e.g., wire-EDM, CNC grinding, etc.) using a similar approach.  

Section 3.2 presents the different coordinate systems and the corresponding modeling 

required to process a CAD part model through the AM system, CNC-RP set-up and 

intermediate fixture coordinate system. The rationale behind the preliminary concept to link 

an additive with a subtractive process, described in the preceding Section 3.3, is to ‘over-

grow’ the final part geometry to accommodate for machining allowance. Based on 

preliminary results, this research is formulated with the basic hypothesis that if properly 

configured, the best engineering aspects of additive processes (near-net shape parts) 

and subtractive processes (better geometric accuracy and surface finish) can be 

obtained for most part geometries using direct digital manufacturing methods.  

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 outline the observations from the feasibility study during 

preliminary experiments for the AIMS process. Subsequently, Section 3.5 details the broader 

scope of research associated with the proposed process and Section 3.6 overviews an overall 

architecture in terms of physical and software/computational components that are required to 

develop AIMS to its fullest potential.  Section 3.7 provides the major performance metrics 
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that are used to analyze the process effectiveness and the objectives for this study are also 

described.  

3.1 AIMS: Additive processing Integrated with Subtractive Methods 

A unique integration between direct metal additive manufacturing and subtractive-RP 

in CNC-RP is formulated through this novel AIMS technique.  This system brings together 

process capabilities of two different state-of-the-art manufacturing approaches (e.g., EBM 

and rapid CNC machining).  The concept is to use an additive direct metal process such as 

EBM or DMLS to create complex geometries to near net-shape geometries. Further, in a 

precisely controlled manner, it employs a secondary advanced subtractive rapid machining 

method to create critical surfaces and dimensions within the requirements. Integrating these 

two advanced technologies yields a hybrid system with capabilities to produce functional 

metal parts and prototypes with precision accuracy and good surface finish. More 

importantly, this hybrid technology will further the feasibility and cost-effectiveness for 

functional parts with complex geometries, which are desired to be made from expensive and 

high performance metal alloys that are often difficult to process through conventional 

methods such as casting. Figure 16 illustrates the basic concept behind the AIMS system, 

showing the creation of a metal linkage via AM (EBM) and SM (CNC-RP).  
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Figure 16: The AIMS process 

With a higher degree of integration and efficient process planning for AIMS, parts 

with complex features and accurate dimensions can be easily manufactured. In a limited 

sense, this research is analogous to the casting process, wherein a formative process creates a 

near-net shape geometry, and a machining process is used to satisfy tight tolerances on 

geometric and surface characteristics except without significant process planning and 

requirement for human expertise.  However, no casting process has the capabilities to 

produce complex geometries of superalloys similar to direct metal systems. This emphasizes 

the broader extent of constraints that are addressed in the proposed objectives. A pioneering 

technology in rapid manufacturing could be attained upon achieving the objectives stated in 

this thesis. As shown in Figure 16, the process is hybrid in nature, utilizing a direct metal 

process like EBM to first manufacture a near-net shape of the desired part, with attached 

fixture elements designed for a subsequent rapid machining processing.  
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The AIMS process requires the use of two kinds of sacrificial supports; first to 

support overhangs in the layer based additive process and later, to support the part in a CNC 

machine fixture like a fixed structural beam.  In addition to the planning of support location 

and geometry, it is important to identify the critical features of the part. The identified 

features (e.g. mating surfaces, a contour of a protruding feature, etc.) should be taken into 

account during process planning for both EBM or CNC-RP or a combination of the two. The 

ultimate goal is a push button process planning software interface that will process the CAD 

model of a desired part and then generate two build files/models; one for additive and one for 

subtractive.   

3.2 Hybrid Manufacturing Coordinate Systems 

In order to model the proposed AIMS system, we need to identify multiple physical 

production and part-based coordinate systems. Identification of the coordinate systems 

enables us to transform process accuracies across AM and CNC-RP activities with respect to 

the part specifications. This leads to the development of a method for estimating the 

tolerances stacked through AM-processing (such as shrinkage) and work-holding of AM-

made fixtures in order to compensate for the errors arising from the successful production of 

the part. It is difficult to locate the near-net AM part properly in the position system used in 

CNC-RP.  This is illustrated through a series of photographs of parts machined after AM 

builds, as well as CAD drawings that have been created to illustrate some of these concepts.  

These figures will be used to define the displacement magnitudes and locations in: 

1) the AM part coordinate system, 2) the part coordinate system, and 3) the 
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CNC-RP machine coordinate system and how each of these coordinate systems 

relates to the operations being performed. 

There are multiple coordinate systems associated in the AIMS system, namely: 1) 

Global coordinate systems (AM-build and CNC machine tool), 2) CNC-RP coordinate 

system, 3) Fixture coordinate system and 4) Final part-coordinate system.  

 

 

Figure 17: AM-Coordinate System CAM 

Figure 17 shows the first physical coordinate system (CAM), namely the AM-

coordinate system. In most AM processes such as EBM and SLM, the bottom (or top) of the 

build plate with known dimensions is used to generate layer process parameters. 
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Figure 18: CNC-Machine Tool and CNC-RP Coordinate System 

We model this physical system such that the CNC-RP setup (4th-axis) (x0,y0,z0,B) is 

aligned with the machine coordinate system as shown in Figure 18. The sacrificial machining 

fixture, which is used to hold the part and is removed after the finishing stage, is related to 

the part as shown in Figure 19 below.  It should be noted that there are two different 

coordinate systems that interact in the secondary machining activity.  
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Figure 19: Fixture and Part Coordinate System 

 The part features are detailed with respect to the coordinate system as shown in 

Figure 20, where i, is the specification of the “final” part that will be produced through 

AIMS.  Location of part features are linked to the part coordinate system Cpart (xi,yi,zi). Part 

coordinate system Cpart (xi,yi,zi)  relates to the machine coordinate system CMachine (x,y,z)  

through a series of part linkage transformation; Machine  CNC-RP  Fixtures  Part 

coordinate system  Part Features.   
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Figure 20: Desired Part Specifications 

In this case, fixture coordinate systems C1 (x1, y1, z1) and C2 (x2, y2, z2) are translated 

through the attachment lugs that are used to clamp the fixtures in the CCNC-RP set-up. The 

toolpath used for machining in an orientation is aligned to the CCNC-RP coordinate system.  
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Any error in the alignment of the fixture coordinate systems to the CNC-RP 

coordinate system will be linked to the part coordinate system (and subsequently, to features 

within the part design). These inaccuracies in each link chain create a “tolerance stack” since 

the features that are created are dependent on the part coordinate system and this can be 

represented in 2-D as shown in Figure 21. Due to fixturing inaccuracies (e.g. t1 and t2), the 

location of the part coordinate system that is attached to the fixtures will have a tolerance 

associated with it (e.g. L ± t’). Since the part coordinate system has a tolerance stacked; any 

feature that will be created and referenced will have a tolerance, in this case l ± ti’. Similar 

chains can be created for all the features in the part design. Finally, the total tolerance stacked 

on each individual features should satisfy the specifications of the part design (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 21 Tolerance Stacking Chain 
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Hence, based on the errors associated with the fixtures (t1 and t2) we could 

compensate for the error by adding more material to the original part design and machine the 

part with a toolpath corresponding to the original part design. In order to accommodate the 

subtractive finishing operation, the part is overgrown to include machining allowance  

similar to bulk operations such as casting as shown in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22: Addition of Machining Allowance 

3.2 Feasibility Study  

In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed method, the suspension part shown in 

Figure 22 was considered a candidate for the preliminary experiments. The part design is 

representative of a functional (load-bearing) part with assembly features that would require 

multiple re-fixturing when processed through conventional methods.  
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In order to accommodate the subtractive process, the part was overgrown -   (in 

other words, the surfaces were uniformly offset) by 2.54 mm (0.1”) prior to process planning 

for AM (in this case, EBM). Since, the recommended depth of cut for finish machining Ti64 

is about 1-2 mm (0.04-0.08”), the selected machining offset would accommodate about 2 

finish passes.   

As shown in Figure 24, fixturing features were added to the original CAD file. 

Currently, after clamping the near-net-shape AM part in the CNC-RP set-up, flat surfaces 

incorporated in the design of fixturing features are used to align the work coordinate system 

with the machine co-ordinate system, i.e. establish 0º for the rotational axis as shown in 

Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23: Flat Surfaces-used to align the Part with the Machine Axis 
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Figure 24: Desired Part and Near-net AIMS part 

 In order to harness the ‘freeform fabrication’ capability of additive methods, weight-

reducing non-stochastic lattice structures were integrated into the design between external 

surfaces as shown in Figure 23. The near-net AIMS part shown in Figure 24 was made of Ti-

6Al-4V (Ti64) using an Arcam® A2 EBM machine with manufacturer-recommended 

shrinkage compensation (x and y = 0.05 mm; z = 0.07 mm) and layer thickness of 0.07 mm. 

The sacrificial supports created in the EBM to support overhanging edges (known as wafer 

supports) were manually broken off the near-net part. Subsequently, the part was then located 

in a CNC machining center (HAAS VF3-SSYT) as shown in Figure 25 below. 
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Figure 25: Near-net AIMS part in CNC-RP setup 

The cutting tool and machining parameters are noted in Appendix-I.   

3.3 Location System and Errors  

 In the feasibility study it was observed that the subtractive stage did not create the 

part within required dimensions, feature-dependencies and surface finish which is shown in 

Figure 26. This part was machined in two different orientations (0° and 180°). The holes 

shown in Figure 26 (a) where created in different orientations, and the feature locations are 

not collinear, which indicates that when the part was rotated about the x-axis, there were 

misalignment.  
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The surfaces that were machined in the same orientation- Figure 26 (b) were not 

uniform, which indicates that the fixture coordinate systems where not aligned with the 

CNC-RP coordinate system. This is attributed to the under-estimation of error in part location 

during fixturing of a near-net made AM surface. This did not meet the part requirements as 

shown in Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 26: Initial observations from AIMS 
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Figure 27: Effect of Integrating Lattice Structures 

Figure 27 highlights another observation from the preliminary studies, where lattice 

structures where incorporated into the part design. Although, the required part geometry was 

created, the wall thicknesses (along the lattice structures) were not of uniform thickness. This 

indicates that the volume of material removed from both sides was not equal. 

It can be observed that the toolpath, which was generated with the assumption that the 

fixture coordinate systems (C1and C2) and the CNC-RP coordinate system (CCNC-RP  x0, 

y0, z0), is not valid. Hence, we observed an error when the part was rotated about the machine 

axis, which is noted as fixturing deviation  as shown in Figure 28 below. As a result, 

the fixture coordinate system (x1, y1, z1) is transformed with respect to the CNC-RP system 

as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Deviation of Fixture Coordinate System 

 Due to fixture deviation, the toolpath generated (with respect to the CNC-RP setup) is 

no longer accurate. Any point in the part volume (xi, yi, zi) is transformed as shown in Figure 

29. 

 

 

Figure 29: Part Coordinate System 
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The two approaches to create the appropriate cutting tool path with respect to the 

transformed part coordinate system are: 1) Modeling of the maximum deviation for the given 

part design and its orientations for the expected maximum deviation of the fixtures and 2) 

Modify the cutting tool path to the actual part location in the set-up. The latter approach 

could be pursued by re-generating the toolpath by recording and collecting data points of the 

actual part location with respect to the CNC-RP coordinate system using techniques such as 

laser scanning. In this study, the former approach is undertaken since it provides a model to 

estimate the amount of part overgrowth that is required to successfully produce the final 

desired part. 

3.3.1 Transformation Models 

In order to estimate the maximum part deviation, a series of coordinate 

transformations are required based on the part geometry and fixture deviation.  

The fixture coordinate system (x1, y1, z1) with respect to the CNC-RP coordinate 

system ((x0, y0, z0) which is the work-offset) is given as: 

                                                         (3.1) 

And can be simplified into,  

                                                              ,                                                                 (3.2) 

                                                =                                                     (3.3) 
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 =  (3.4) 

The transformation represented in Eq. 3.1 considers the maximum deviation at each 

fixture-i,  with respect to the CNC-RP coordinate system. Referring to Figure 30, 

the location of any part coordinate system (xi, yi, zi) based on the part specifications with 

respect to the deviated fixture coordinate system is given as, 

                                                                                  (3.5)   

And based on values from Eq.3.1, the deviated part location can be expressed as,  

                                                         (3.6) 

  =                                     (3.7)   

                                                   =                                        (3.8)   

Hence, modeling of the deviation associated with the fixture. The transformation 

represented in Eq. 3.6 considers the maximum deviation at each fixture-i,   

3.4 Causes of Fixture Deviations 

From the prior experiments, it was evident that there is a large disparity between the 

ideal setup (as in CNC-RP) desired as shown in Figure 10 and the results. Figure 30 below 

outlines the influence of using a near-net shaped part for finishing operations in a machining 

center.  
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Figure 30: Ideal Set-up vs. Actual Set-up 

 As a result, the toolpath generated for the subtractive stage is not accurately related to 

the actual set-up observed. This can be attributed to two major factors: (1) Surface roughness 

of the fixturing features (Ra of 275-300 µm; although the part geometry is overgrown to 

accommodate machining allowance) which is more than ten times the machine tool tolerance 

(25.4 µm) and (2) Geometrical accuracy of the fixturing features, which is influenced by the 

shrinkage characteristics of metal additive processes such as EBM. The following sub-

sections briefly detail these two factors and their influence on the success of the integrated 

subtractive stage. 

3.4.1 Surface Roughness 

 

In the case of an ideal setup (CNC-RP described in Section 2.2.1), both the centers of 

the cylindrical fixtures will be co-axial to the axis of rotation in the machining center as 

shown in Figure 31, where the physical work offset calibrated in the set-up is along the same 

x and z axis as that of both the fixtures. 
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Figure 31: Co-axial Ideal Set-up 

As mentioned earlier, due to the inherent surface roughness resulting from the metal 

additive processes (such as EBM), while employing self-centering tandem 3-jaw chucks, the 

desired co-axial datum orientation is not achieved.  

 

 

Figure 32: Non Co-axial Set-up 

Figure 32 shows the combined effects of AM-related surface roughness and self-

centering chucks. 
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3.4.2 Non-Uniform Shrinkage  

Due to the nature of most direct metal additive manufacturing processes, such as the 

EBM process, shrinkage during cooling of the melt is non-uniform.  

This is attributed to the presence of a build tank around the powder bed. As a result, 

the shrinkage along the x and y directions (xy plane is perpendicular to the beam) are equal, 

but unequal to shrinkage along the z direction as shown in Figure 33.  Similarly, in other AM 

processes such as DMLS and SLM, pronounced warping of the part occurs due to the cold-

bed.  

 

 

Figure 33: Effect of Non-uniform Shrinkage 
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More importantly, this effect is observed in the part geometry as well (where the 

shrinkage of a thinner web is different from that of a thicker cross-section) as show in Figure 

34.  

 

 

Figure 34: Effect of Build Orientation and Part Geometry 

The part overgrowth of 1 mm provided to accommodate the geometric deviations was 

not sufficient. Hence, with a higher part overgrowth, CNC codes for machining an ideal part 

with known material volume to be removed from the CAD file used in AM will generate 

accurate parts.  

3.5 Broader Scope of Research 

We have identified the major research components associated with the development 

of AIMS into an automated system based on AM processing characteristics, CNC-RP setup 

for AM, part-fixture designs and NC-programming. A set of activities required in AIMS is 

shown in Figure 35. This figure highlights some of the overall process factors that should be 
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studied to improve and fully execute the AIMS process. Specific objectives and 

corresponding methodologies addressed in this study are detailed in Chapter 4. 

 

 

Figure 35: Overview of Process Factors and Research Scope in AIMS 

The major factors noted in Figure 35 are some of the integral components that need to 

be studied in order to develop a complete AIMS system. The preceding section 3.6 details the 

architecture associated with the AIMS system that can be built upon studies conducted for 

each of those factors. 
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3.6 AIMS: Process Flow 

 The overall process flow of the proposed AIMS system after development is detailed 

in Figure 36. It highlights the vital steps involved in the integration of AM and a subtractive 

process namely, CNC-RP.  

Upon receiving the CAD file, the process planning should consider the information 

from the file and analyze the strategies for CNC-RP based on visibility analysis, tool library, 

etc. and also consider the limitations of that ‘specific’ AM machine such as maximum build 

volume, part accuracy, surface finish, etc.  

 

 

Figure 36: AIMS Process Flow 
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After executing the process planning, the AM stage creates the part based on the build 

files generated. In CNC-RP, the AM-part is finish machined after qualifying the tools, part 

location using machine tool accessories such as touch-probe and/or laser scanner. Finally, the 

part is created by removing the sacrificial fixtures. 

 As can be identified from the process flow, there is a flow of information throughout 

the process based on the part design, the physical build, CNC-RP volume, tool path 

generation, etc.  In order to more completely develop AIMS, there are two fundamentally 

different aspects associated: (1) Physical architecture defining material, AM process and 

CNC-RP, and (2) Software architecture which will define the individual components that 

need to be considered during process planning and operation of AIMS to achieve automation 

of all the steps involved in AIMS. It is important to identify these components to develop a 

seamless system because they are inter-related. For instance, processing a part design of a 

specific alloy through two varied AM processes such as DMLS and EBM will result in 

different part accuracy and surface roughness (which are physical components). As a result, 

part misalignment during CNC-RP will not be uniform and hence, toolpath generation using 

a CAD-CAM system (which is a computational component) has to account for the 

dissimilarities across AM technologies. Another example will be the influence of available 

build volume in the AM system. This will impact both the build orientation (which affects 

part accuracy and surface roughness) and the fixture design depending on the part volume. 

Hence, the computational component should consider this while determining the appropriate 

part offset and orientation in order to create the required final part.  
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3.6.1 Physical Components  

The major physical components associated with AIMS are noted in Figure 37 below 

namely: material, AM process (equipment) and the CNC-RP setup.  

At this stage of development of AIMS, specific part design attributes such as thin 

walls, and incorporation of lattice structures are not considered, thereby maintaining the 

generality associated with existing AM (CAD file  additive manufacturing). The influence 

of material is significant since the shrinkage characteristics of each material vary for 

individual AM processes, which affects part accuracies. Further, fixture design is dependent 

upon the material properties and part geometry such that the fixtures can withstand the 

cutting forces based on machining parameters. 
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Figure 37: Physical Architecture of AIMS 

Furthermore, depending on the specific AM process used, process planning has to 

consider the maximum build volume and orientation to appropriately design fixtures for the 

specific part volume. More importantly, the part accuracy and surface roughness 

characteristics of each unique AM technique need to be registered in order to gauge the 

maximum deviation that can be predicted correspondingly (at the software end). Regarding 

CNC-RP, in-addition to information on the maximum machining volume and accessibility, 

part and tool qualification methods need to be defined. 
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3.6.2 Software Components  

The major software building blocks associated with AIMS are noted in Figure 38 

below.  

 

 

Figure 38: AIMS Software Components 

The process flow in the computational aspect of AIMS is shown in Figure 38; fully 

developed software for AIMS should have the processing capabilities to: process the data 

available in the CAD file and correspondingly, analyze the visibility to identify the optimal 

orientations for machining in CNC-RP with consideration of critical features.  
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After visibility analysis in-conjunction with physical components (maximum build 

volume, orientation, etc.), analysis for sacrificial fixtures design should be conducted such 

that the fixtures can support machining forces in CNC-RP. Further, based on the specific AM 

process performance, fixture deviation analysis (in CNC-RP) should be predicted and 

corresponding part overgrowth should be compensated. Finally, process files for AM and 

CNC-RP should be generated and transferred to the machines through digital 

communication.   

3.7 AIMS Performance Metrics 

The major motivation to develop AIMS stems from the benefits of integrating two 

different manufacturing approaches namely, additive manufacturing and subtractive 

manufacturing. In the case of additive manufacturing, material consumption is very efficient 

since only the part volume (with sacrificial supports for AM) is consumed. This is of great 

significance since super-alloys such as Ti64 (which are favored for aerospace, mechanical 

and biomedical applications) are very expensive and tough-to-machine. On the other hand, 

subtractive manufacturing delivers desired precision accuracy and surface finish but has 

lower material utilization and often requires expensive tooling and fixturing.  The integration 

of AM and SM will be extremely effective if: Part feature tolerance and surface finish of 

required critical features (or all features, as required) is achieved by the hybrid process. 

Depending on the application requirements of each part, finish machining select surfaces 

could suffice the design requirement as shown in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39: Machining All vs. Critical Part Features 

There are several major performance metrics for hybrid manufacturing. Similar to 

most manufacturing processes, the major engineering objectives relate to material 

consumption, production time and production cost. From a global standpoint, the major 

metrics are defined with respect to AIMS.  In the following sections, models of the process 

with respect to specific performance metrics will be presented.  The focus here is to detail the 

three major factors: Material, Production cost and Production time. This helps in comparing 

AIMS with traditional and existing AM processes and also would lead to identifying the most 

impactful cost factors. 

3.7.1 Metric (0.1): Minimize {Material Consumption, Vtotal} 

One objective for production is to minimize the amount of material consumed (Vtotal) 

which consists of the AM-part volume (  and any loss of material in AM such as 

powder loss during handling . The AM-part volume consists of the final part volume 

( , CNC-RP fixture volume , support material for overhanging surfaces during AM 

and the machining allowance which will be machined .  
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This amount of material used is constrained by the orientations during the AM 

build  and CNC-RP ( ) which are dictated by the physical constraints of 

maximum build and machining volume correspondingly. An objective is to address the 

sustainability and the higher cost of expensive alloys that are often processed using AM 

processes. The following basic relationship can be derived: 

                                                                                   (3.9) 

Where, the minimum total material consumption is a function of machining allowance for a 

given part and fixture volume. 

                                                          (3.10) 

Where, the total material consumption is a sum of total part volume consumed in AM and 

any material loss during handling (e.g., powder handling loss). 

                                         (3.11) 

Subject to constraints;  AND  

Where, the total AM material consumption is a sum of desired part volume (fixed), wafer or 

volume support used to support overhanging surfaces in AM, CNC-RP fixture volume and 

finally, the machining allowance. The total AM volume is subject to physical constraints of 

maximum build volume (based on orientation) and maximum fixture size (that can be 

clamped in CNC-RP). 
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Figures 40 and 41 below describe the total volume and identify the AM-part volume 

with machining allowance ( , support volume ( along with the CNC-RP 

fixture . It should be noted that the orientation constraints in AM and CNC-RP are 

influenced by the physical volume available for processing the AM-made part in 

both AM and the CNC-RP machine tool.  

 

 

Figure 40: Material Consumption 
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Figure 41: Machining Allowance for CNC-RP 

It can be noted that, since the final part volume is pre-defined based on the CAD 

model, the total material consumption (without any handling loss) can be re-defined as: 

)                                                  (3. 12) 

 

Subject to constraints;  AND  

Where, the total AM material consumption is a function of desired part volume (fixed), wafer 

or volume support used to support overhanging surfaces in AM, CNC-RP fixture volume, 

and the machining allowance. 

3.7.2 Metric (0.2): Minimize {Production time, Ttotal} 

Another objective for AIMS is to minimize the total production time ( ) which 

consists of AM-processing time (  and CNC-RP hybrid time, i.e. finish machining 

( .  
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In the case of AM, the processing time is impacted by the build orientation  

because the total build height influences the number of layers and AM-part volume ( . 

The overall CNC-RP time  is a function of the machining allowance ( material 

removal rate , machinability, and tooling time  respectively. Hence, the 

following relationship can be derived: 

                                                           (3.13) 

Where, the minimum total production time is a function of the sum of AM time and finish 

CNC-RP time for a given part. Since the AM time depends on the part orientation and part 

volume, it can be further expressed as:  

                                                           (3.14) 

Where, the total AM production time to produce the near-net part is dependent on the 

orientation of the part (build layers) and the total AM-part volume (including machining 

allowance). In the case of CNC-RP: 

                                                    (3.15) 

Where, the total CNC-RP production time is a function of machining allowance, the material 

removal rate and tooling time. In other words, it is desired to have a build orientation with 

the least AM-time and minimal machining allowance with higher material removal rate. If 

the machinability of the material is high, the MRR will be large leading to reduced machining 

time and lower tool wear and subsequently, less time spent on tool changes. 
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3.7.3 Metric (0.3): Minimize {Production cost, Tcost } 

A third objective is to minimize the total production cost ( ) which consists of 

minimizing the material consumption (  based on Obj 0.1) and the total processing time 

and tooling (  based on Obj 0.2). The cost of the material (  and the machinability 

varies based on material, whereas the cost of production  

differs based on AM (based on the AM process employed) and CNC-RP. Hence, we can 

express the relationship as follows: 

                                                              (3.16) 

 

Where, the total production cost is a function of total material cost and cost associated with 

production time and tooling.  

                                                              (3.17) 

As shown above, the total material cost depends on the cost of the material ($/volume) and 

the overall volume of material consumed (part volume, AM-support volume, machining 

allowance and CNC-RP fixtures) 

                        (3.18) 

Where, production time cost is a function of operation cost associated with both AM and 

CNC-RP stage. Further, depending on the material removal rate, the tooling cost (cost of tool 

and tool change time) is impacted.   
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 In the AM stage, it can be noted that the build orientation (least AM-time), build 

volume and operating cost influences the AM cost. It is desired to orient the part along the 

minimum build height and with minimal part volume. In the case of CNC-RP, it is desired to 

consume the minimal total volume (minimum machining allowance) of AM material with 

lower cost and higher machinability. Lower machinability leads to longer machining time 

and greater tool consumption. Subsequently, the tooling cost and tool change time increases.  

 Based on the three performance metrics (minimizing material consumption, 

production time, and total AIMS cost), the following sub-objectives can be correspondingly 

derived. Sub-objective 1.0 is directly associated with minimizing the material consumption. 

This would influence the material cost, machining volume and machining time (also, tool 

consumption). Sub-objective 2.0 focuses on the fixturing design for CNC-RP, namely the 

geometry and volume of the fixtures. This would influence the material consumption (fixture 

volume), fixture strength to withstand machining forces and deviation associated with the 

fixture-jaw interaction.  

The sub-objective of increasing the machinability (MRR) and lowering the tool wear 

is beyond the scope of this research. Sub-objective 3.0 integrates the minimal machining 

allowance required and the impact of fixture design to determine the minimal amount of part 

overgrowth required prior to AM- processing. This is critical because the part should be 

overgrown to accommodate the impact of fixture geometry, size and its impact on deviation 

along with the influence of the part volume. The final sub-objective is to determine the 

fixture accuracy requirement for a given AM process (and its accuracy based on orientation) 
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and subsequently, the part overgrowth required based on tolerance specifications required in 

the final hybrid part.  

 

 

Figure 42: List of Major and Local Objectives. 

 The list of global AIMS metrics and local objectives associated with this study is 

detailed in Figure 42 above. Further, economic models to evaluate the performance metrics 

of the AIMS system and impact of cost components are presented in Chapter 6. 
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Summary 

In this chapter, a novel hybrid approach in AIMS is presented and feasibility 

experiments that were conducted to demonstrate the proposed hybrid approach are illustrated.  

The major cause of inaccuracies associated with the approach, namely, AM-part accuracy 

and surface roughness and their effects on CNC-RP inefficiency are noted. Also, this chapter 

outlines the various research components required to develop the AIMS system.  

A framework associated with process flow for the proposed unique hybrid system, 

where process planning for the subtractive stage is incorporated in the initial stages of the 

AIMS process is described. Further, based on the nature of the process components, physical 

and software architectures that are required to develop AIMS are distinguished. Hence, it is 

important to identify the global/overall objectives associated with AIMS development such 

that hybrid-made parts can be created with accurate part features irrespective of part 

geometry, build orientation, AM-process and material (which all have unique shrinkage 

properties). Finally, local objectives associated with this study are presented. 
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY  

Introduction 

In this chapter, part location analysis will be presented for parts that have been 

redesigned with sacrificial machining fixtures that have been created in an AM process.  The 

fixturing feature’s accuracy and surface characteristics of the sacrificial fixtures (work-

holding) are analyzed. A geometric model that uses the maximum fixturing deviations, 

coupled with tolerance chain links to the part features (and machine envelope) is developed. 

It is important to analyze and model the inaccuracies and surface roughness of the fixture 

surfaces because they represent how the workpiece is presented to the machine tool. In an 

ideal CNC-RP set-up, the location of a desired part feature is related to the machine 

coordinate system through the physical linkage of the stock. In the case of AIMS, the 

toolpath generated for finishing operations for the machining of part features is constrained 

and located through the sacrificial fixtures. Further, in the case of AIMS the orientation of 

the near-net AM part is predefined and hence, design principles for the location and 

geometry of the sacrificial fixtures are also defined. Section 4.1 details a model for 

quantifying the maximum fixture deviation as a function of the fixture accuracy (maximum-

minimum deviation) and surface characteristics. Section 4.2 presents the design principles 

associated with the fixture design. Section 4.3 presents the approach employed to analyze the 

part deviation and overgrowth and the interaction between fixture deviation and part 

geometry.  
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4.1. Fixture Deviations 

Any process produces part features with surface roughness/texture and size 

variability. Due to the nature of many AM processes, there can be part and build orientation 

dependent shrinkage and size characteristics. To accommodate fixturing errors, most fixtures 

and fixture surfaces are typically specified with a tolerance of a magnitude less than the most 

critical part tolerance; however because of the manner in which AIMS has been designed, the 

fixture surface for machining, comes directly from a surface produced in an AM process 

where there can be considerable deviation in work-holding surfaces as shown in Figure 43. 

 

 

Figure 43: 2D Vector Model-Distance between Fixtures 

A greater deviation of the part geometry  during CNC-RP as shown in 

Figure 43 yields a larger machining allowance. The deviation of the part geometry is 

influenced by two dependent variables; magnitude of deviations associated with the CNC-RP 
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fixture due to surface roughness and fixture accuracy , and the part volume , i.e. 

length and geometry.  

The deviation caused by the inaccuracy and surface roughness of the 

fixtures  is shown as a vector model in Figure 43 where i = 1 and 2 (for the head 

and tail-end of the indexer). Locating the part with respect to the sacrificial fixtures produced 

in the AM process will likely result in axial misalignment of the part. Hence, it is critical to 

analyze the magnitude of deviations at the fixture centers’ in order to model the maximum 

part deviation about the machine axis. This will subsequently be used to determine the 

amount of part overgrowth required to produce the final part.  

There are two major components associated with the fixture deviation, namely fixture 

accuracy and the surface characteristics/texture of the fixture that is in contact with the work-

holding chuck. In this study, two different fixture geometries are considered namely; Circular 

and tri-planar faced as shown in Figure 44. The hypothesis is that tri-planar faces will assist 

in constraining a rotational degree of freedom when fixturing the part since; the work-

holding 3-jaw chuck has an included angle of 120º. Geometric models to characterize the 

total axial misalignment will be developed and examined.  
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Figure 44: Fixture Geometries 

 The approach to integrating the influence of both the factors is based on the objective 

to identify the ‘maximum deviation’ of the fixture’s true location with respect to the machine 

axis using least square fit of actual contact surfaces that are measured. Hence, in this study, 

the maximum deviation of the fixtures’ form accuracy namely; the max-min of the planar 

faces and the circular profile of the fixtures are recorded. Further, profile characteristics of 

the AM-made contact surfaces are then super-imposed onto the ‘absolute’ maximum 

deviation contact profiles as shown in Figure 45 below. 
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Figure 45: 2D Interaction of Feature Form Inaccuracy and Surface characteristics 

 In the case of circular fixtures, similar to the tri-planar faces the contact surfaces are 

limited by the contact surface based on the jaw profile and the surface profile distribution. In 

the case of tandem 3-jaw chuck, we know that the distance between the jaw contact surfaces 

are physically limited to the radius of the nominal diameter of the part that is being clamped. 

For instance, in the case of clamping a perfectly polished ground stock in a tandem 3-jaw 

chuck, the distance between the three contacts surfaces will ideally be the radius of the stock.  
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However, in the case of ‘maximum’ deviation analysis in AIMS the distance between 

the contact surfaces and the machine axis can be described as shown in Figure 46.   

 

 

Figure 46: 2D Contact Surfaces across the 3-jaw Chuck with respect to the Machine Axis 

 The following sub-sections detail the methodology employed to characterize the form 

deviations and surface characteristics.  

4.1.1 Form Accuracy 

For this study, a CMM was used to record and calculate the form feature accuracy 

and a non-contact Laser profilometer is used to record and analyze the surface texture 

characteristics. Automated recording and measurement was programmed using the PC-DMIS 

software with a Renishaw CMM machine.  
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The programs are provided in Appendix-1 for reference. Least square methods where 

employed to derive the maximum and minimum deviations from the calculated average plane 

shown in Figure 46. Figure 47 shows the reasoning behind collection of fixture contact points 

and the representation of the positive-negative deviations from the average plane and 

diameter. 

 

 

Figure 47: Maximum-Minimum Deviation 

 The Renishaw Ruby probe used had a diameter of 4 mm which is assumed to suffice 

since, initial profilometer data showed frequencies of peak-to-peak of several magnitude 

lower than 4 mm. In the case of cylinders, 5 levels of measurements at z-spacing of 2.54 mm 

and 20 uniformly spaced data points were collected at each z-level based on the results from 

a preliminary sensitivity study. The average diameters of the cylinders that were measured 
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ranges from about 17 mm to 58 mm.  The Figure 48 shows a sample average diameter scatter 

plot performed on a circular support.  

 

 

Figure 48: Cylindrical Fixture – Form Measurement 

In the case of tri-planar features, 10 levels of z-spacing at 2.54 mm and 10 uniformly 

spaced data points at each z-level were collected to calculate the positive and negative 

deviations from the average plane. The following Figure 49 shows sample nominal tri-planes 

calculation performed on tri-planar fixture geometry.  
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Figure 49: Tri-planar Fixture – Form Measurement 

The methodology employed to determine the positive and negative deviations of the 

contact surface was described. However, in addition to fixture form inaccuracy, surface 

characteristics need to be included. The surface deviations can be added to the contact 

deviation to determine the maximum possible fixture deviations. 

4.1.2 Surface Characteristics 

In the case of AIMS, the AM-made fixture surfaces often have wafer-supports that 

are attached to it for over-hanging edges. Upon, manually removing those structures the 

surfaces are often subjected to operations such as peening or grinding. In the case of contact 

between a nominally smooth (precision-machined chuck jaws) and a rough surface (AM-

made part), we can analyze the contact based on the Greenwood and Williamson (G-W) 

approach [1] which presents the interaction between two nominal surfaces to determine the 

actual contact surface.  
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The assumptions of G-W are appropriate in the case of AIMS due to the presence of a 

rough surface with a number of asperities with a composite radius, with varying magnitude 

of profile height and being a Gaussian surface. It is also assumed that there is no sliding 

between the two contact surfaces as shown in Figure 50 below and hence, we consider only 

elastic contact between the surfaces. Since, the separation distance in elastic contacts is 

greater than elastics-plastic contact; this would result in slightly higher estimation of required 

part overgrowth ensuring that the part can be successfully produced.  

 

 

Figure 50: Contact between Smooth and Rough Surface  

 Given a separation distance d, mean real pressure pr, real area of contact Are, number 

of contact spots, n and mean asperity real area of contact as a function of separation d, the 

probability of making contact at any given asperity of height z can be defined as: 

                                                                                                      (4.1) 
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And for a given number of asperities N, δ = z-d, large spherically tipped asperities of same 

radius Rp, the expected area of contact is defined as [1]: 

                                               (4.2) 

And with D as the dimensionless separator and assuming that the contact occurs at the larger 

asperities (given jaw diameter and surface profile) [1],  

                                      (4.3) 

And the function for dimensionless separator can be resolved as shown below, where,  

is the standardized peak-height probability density function.  

                                                                                       (4.4) 

 In order to identify the contact surface, we need to identify the diameter of the large 

spherical asperities, real area of contact and corresponding sampling of number of points. For 

this purpose, MicroTrak MT-250 diffuse Laser sensor was mounted on a motion controlled 

table controlled by isel MC-4 controller. MicroTrak 7000 laser displacement sensor was used 

to record data through a National Instruments-DAQ system as shown in Figure 51. The 

programs are attached in Appendix-2.  
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Figure 51: Surface Profile Measurement 

Using the calibrated laser profilometer, 16 AM-made surfaces from the Arcam EBM 

(Model A2) where measured. The recorded raw data in the case of non-planar surfaces (e.g. 

tri-planar faces #2 and #3) were de-trended to accommodate for the angularity. The standard 

area analyzed was 10 mm x 10 mm with 6 scans at an interval of 1.25 mm to estimate the 

average profile of the surface. Figure 52 shows a scanned profile of a face in a tri-planar 

fixture followed by filtered data.  Filtering of raw data is required to eliminate the effects of 

tilt (de-trending) and is performed based on auto-thresholding at 3000Hz. 
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Figure 52: Raw Data of a Surface Scan #1 

 

Figure 53: Filtered Data of all the Scans of the surface 

The deviations determined from the post-processed surface profile are added to the 

maximum minimum deviations as described in Section 4.1 to determine the fixture location 

with respect to the machine axis.   This section has addressed the texture of AM produced 

surfaces, and has specifically looked at how a cylindrical jaw will interact with the surface 

irregularities.  In the next section, the effects of the location of the sacrificial fixture will be 

addressed.  The section begins with a brief discussion of design of these sacrificial fixtures so 

that limitations for their position can be better understood. 
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4.2. Fixture Design Principles 

In this section, some basic design rules in the design of fixtures that will be added to 

the part design prior to AM processing are presented. Since the fixturing features for CNC-

RP are integrated in the AM part, it is important to consider the ‘critical surfaces’ in selecting 

the geometry and location of the fixturing features. It influences the accessibility of the 

cutting tool to finish machine the critical surfaces and also, impacts the material consumption 

and build time in AM. For instance, depending on the AM process selected (EBM-S12, 

EBM-A2, DLMS, etc.), the total build volume and orientations available will vary. Also in 

AIMS, the visibility analysis for CNC-RP is performed prior to processing in AM and hence, 

the possible fixture locations and geometry are known prior to the AM build.  

The influence of selecting the fixture locations and design on secondary CNC 

fixturing is shown in Figure 43. It is obvious that accessibility to machine the identified 

critical features is feasible when the fixtures do not interfere with the cutting tool-part 

features (e.g. assembly holes cannot be reached in the second design) as shown in Figure 54.  
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Figure 54: Influence of Critical Features on Fixture Design 

The fixture design  consists of two major considerations, namely 

location , its geometry in terms of the fixture geometry , where i=1 (circular), 

2 (triangular)… and cross-sectional area of each fixture . In this study, the length of 

fixture-contact is not considered. 

The fixture locations’ restrict the part visibility  during CNC-RP. Further, 

the fixture designs (location and volume) are constrained by the maximum machining 

forces   during machining and the available build volume-orientation in 

AM  and the machining volume in CNC-RP    

                                   (4.5) 

Subject to constraints;   AND  AND AND    
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The influence of part visibility  for CNC-RP on the fixture design can be 

restricted to visibility of only critical surfaces (as in Figure 55) or orientations with maximum 

visibility that can be built within the AM part volume and fixtured in the CNC-RP setup. 

Another design criterion for fixture location in the part includes the cutting tool length 

required to machine, since tools with higher length/diameter ratio suffers from chattering and 

deflection.  

 

 

Figure 55: Fixture Design Principles 

Based on the major criteria presented in Figure 55, the following heuristics is 

presented for the design of fixtures in AIMS: 
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1) Part Information  Pv and Critical surfaces (Primary and Secondary) 

 CAD file of the desired part with critical surfaces (i) identified 

 

2) Visibility Analysis  CNC-RP 

 Analysis for machining accessibility of critical surfaces,  

 Analysis of maximum visibility and minimum number of orientations after 

aligning the part to machine critical surfaces 

3) Tool-length considerations  Deflection and Accessibility 

 Minimum tool length required to machine critical and/or all surfaces (Min-

Ti) 

 Analysis for additional rotational orientations to reduce the tool length 

required (lesser chattering and tool deflection)  

4) Fixture considerations  Location and Cutting forces 

 Selection of fixture geometry and size, based on mis-

alignment analysis,  )  

 Estimation of cutting forces for the considered machining parameters, part 

geometry and mechanical support required through fixture support, 

) 

 Location of the fixture supports on non-critical surfaces (since such 

surfaces require manual removal and finishing), ) 
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5) Build-Physical constraints  Orientation 

 Analysis of build orientation in AM process  

) which includes the desired part with attached sacrificial fixtures 

and compensated for machining allowance 

In this study, the parts are manually analyzed by identifying the critical surfaces as 

shown in Figure 39 followed by performing the visibility analysis. Cutting forces analysis 

and tool length considerations are not included in this work.  Fixture design is analyzed for 

the mis-alignment and its location on non-critical surfaces. Finally, the impact of build 

orientation (which could impact the fixture part geometry and cross section) are studied. 

4.3. Part Deviation and Overgrowth 

Based on the models presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the maximum deviations 

associated with the CNC-RP fixture  for a given part geometry are determined. As a 

result, the tool-path generated for each rotational orientation are not effective in finish 

machining the desired part and often, gouges into the part and damaging it permanently. This 

part deviation is associated with the part volume  i.e., dependent on the length of the 

part  and the cross-sectional area of the part along the length  as shown in Figure 56. 

Therefore, the total deviation that occurs after the part is fixtured into the CNC machine is a 

combination of the errors associated with the fixturing and the part volume as illustrated in 

Figure 56.   
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The deviation along the part length (in xz plane) varies for the uniform part volume 

based on the fixture error  as shown in Figure 56 (a-b) and (c-d). 

 

 

Figure 56: Interactions between Fixture Error and Part Geometry 

The total deviation varies for uniform fixture errors based on the part geometry 

 as shown in Figure 56 (a-c) and (b-d). The objective is to identify the part 

overgrowth required in the total AM produced part volume, for the maximum part deviation 

and can be expressed as: 

                                                        (4.6) 
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Where the minimal machining allowance,  (Eq. 6) required in producing the part is a 

function of maximum part deviation associated with fixturing the near-net part in CNC-RP. 

                                                       (4.7) 

Where the maximum CNC-RP error (Eq. 4.7) is a function of error associated with near-net 

CNC-RP fixtures (Eq.8) and the AM-made part volume across the two fixtures (Eq. 4. 9). 

                                             (4.8) 

Where, referring to Figure 56, the error associated with the near-net CNC-RP fixtures, is a 

function of the misalignment with respect to the machine rotational axis.  

                                                          (4.9) 

Where, referring to Figure 56, the error associated with the part volume/geometry, is a 

function of the misalignment along the machine rotational axis and the part cross-section. 

Therefore, the objective is to determine the minimum part overgrowth required for a given 

part volume which is based on its orientation in CNC-RP and fixture deviation which is 

based on fixture geometry as shown in Eq.10 below. 

                                       (4.10) 

This is based on the findings from the previous sub-objectives namely; machining 

allowance required based on the CNC-RP fixture error and part volume, and the impact of 

fixture design on the combined fixture-part volume.  
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In this study, the part overgrowth is limited to global surface offset (across all surface 

facets) for the magnitude of maximum part deviation across all facets. However, with further 

studies, we can optimize the overgrowth based on each individual surface facet and also, 

based on part orientation in AM (downward vs. upward facing surfaces, etc.).  

The deviation caused by the inaccuracy and surface roughness of the CNC-RP 

fixtures  is shown as a vector model in Figure 56 where i = 1 and 2 (for the 

head and tail-end of the indexer). Given the part orientation in the CNC-RP setup, it can be 

observed that the maximum part deviation always occurs at the end of the part geometry, l 

for the maximum fixture deviation ( , where could vary from 0-180º due to 

axial symmetry when the part is rotated about the axis during machining. Hence, the global 

part deviation including material for finishing in the Cartesian coordinate system of the part, 

CPart can be defined as,  

                                              (4.11) 

                                                                                                       (4.12) 

                                               (4.13) 

Since, we are solving for the maximum possible part deviations, the overall part 

surface offset can be applied for the maximum of the two axial symmetrical (  at 0º and 

180º. 
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4.4. 2D Part Deviation CMM Analysis  

 We know that from Section 4.1, that the location of the fixture coordinate system is 

determined by identifying the intersection of the lines from the contact surface with respect 

to the CNC-RP coordinate system as shown in Figure 43. 

The tandem 3-jaw chucks used in this study have intersecting lines at an included 60º. 

In an ideal work set-up the intersection would be at (0, 0). However, because of the change in 

actual contact surfaces due to surface roughness and fixture geometry we get unequal 

deviations (d1 ≠ d2 ≠ d3). With the known slopes and contact point for the lines corresponding 

to the jaws, we can formulate the intersecting lines to determine the actual fixture location. 

Referring to Figure 45, we can express the corresponding contact surface lines as: 

           ci                                                                               (4.14) 

Where for Plane#1 contact substituting, y1 = 0, z1 = d1 and d1,  

               c1 =                                     (4.15) 

Where for Plane#2 contact substituting, y2 = d2 Cos30º, z2 = d2 Sin30º and d2,  

                                   c2 =  Sin 30º- d2 Cos 30 =  -  = - 0.3651 d2                               (4.16) 

Where for Plane#3 contact substituting, y3 = -d3 Cos30º, z3 = -d3 Sin30º and d3,  

                                c3 =  Sin 30º+ d3 Cos 30 =  +  = 0.3651 d3                      (4.17) 
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Table 1 summarizes the intercept values for the tri-planar deviations. They indicate 

the location and intercept of each plane with respect to the fixed center of the 3-jaw chuck. 

 

Table 1: Intercepts for the Jaw contact lines 

Plane#1 Intercept Plane#2 Intercept Plane#3 Intercept

d1 (mm) c1 d2 (mm) c2 d3 (mm) c3

12.685 12.735 162.1802 12.80 -4.67145 13.025 4.755428

7.58 7.7 59.29 7.78 -2.84048 8.19 2.990169

7.475 7.6275 58.17876 7.63 -2.7848 7.78 2.840478

7.94 8.1 65.61 8.10 -2.95731 8.26 3.015726

8.38 8.5325 72.80356 8.53 -3.11522 8.685 3.170894

Average 

Radius 

(mm)

 

In order to validate this method, the first approach that was employed was to 

manually induce known deviations di using precision shims in a 3-jaw chuck of machined tri-

planar fixture and cylindrical fixtures with an average diameter of 38.1 mm (1.5”) with 

square and cylindrical features as shown in Figure 57 below. 
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Figure 57: Evaluation of Fixture Inaccuracies 

The CMM routine used to collect data on the AM-made parts where used to 

determine the location of the fixture center with respect to the center of the chuck. The 

deviations induced at the jaw contact surfaces is a full factorial combination of 0 mm, 0.254 

mm, 0.381mm, and 0.508 mm (0”, 0.01”, 0.015” and 0.02”).  
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Table 2 summarizes the expected and measured deviation of the location of the center 

and the corresponding error. 

 

Table 2: Expected vs. Measured Fixture Inaccuracies 

Deviation Expected Measured Error

mm (mm) (mm) (mm)

0-0-0.254 0.1544 0.1720 -0.0176

0-0-0.381 0.1892 0.2331 -0.0439

0-0-0.508 0.3278 0.3336 -0.0058

0.254-0.254-0.508 0.1544 0.1563 -0.0019

0.254-0.254-0.254 0.0000 0.0524 -0.0524

0.381-0.381-0 0.1892 0.1377 0.0515

0.381-0.381-0.381 0.0000 0.1516 -0.1516

0.381-0.508-0.254 0.2299 0.2567 -0.0268

0.381-0.508-0.381 0.3137 0.3052 0.0085

0.381-0.508-0.508 0.4940 0.5233 -0.0293

0.508-0.508-0 0.2273 0.1929 0.0344

0.508-0.508-0.508 0.0000 0.1361 -0.1361  

There were errors associated with expected and measured deviation. This can be 

attributed to using a polymer part (which is subject to plastic deformation during clamping) 

and would have induced dislocation of the fixture upon clamping. Hence a 3D deviation 

model which considers deviation at both the centers based on elastic deformation model (e.g. 

metal fixtures) is required.  

4.3. 3D Between-Centers Fixture Deviation 

In the case of AIMS, the deviations associated with work-holding occur at both 

fixturing ends. Further, unlike the preliminary 2D CMM analysis, the set-up of AIMS 
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includes recording of work-offset in the x-direction as shown in Figure 58 which shows an 

exaggerated deviation of the fixturing and referencing surfaces:  

 

 

Figure 58: Impact of referencing from near-net metal additive parts  

Hence, when compared to the basic model in Figure 43 the fixture deviations 

associated with AIMS is extended into a 3D model as shown in Figure 59:  
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Figure 59: 3D Fixturing Deviation parts  

Hence, the fixture coordinate system for both the centers (xc-i, yc-i, zc-i) with respect to 

the CNC-RP coordinate system ((x0,y0,z0) which is the work-offset) presented in Eq. 3.1 can 

be modified as: 

                                                   (4.18) 

And can be simplified into,  

                                             ,                                             (4.19) 

                                             =                                                    (4.20) 

 = (4.21) 
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It should be noted that the total part length, L does not change because of 3D 

deviations, since it is physically limited by the as-AM produced part dimensions. Once the 

maximum deviation of the fixtures at both the centers are identified, this information can be 

used to determine the location of the part coordinate datum (xi,yi,zi). For instance, the cases of 

ideal and actual set-up with fixture deviations, part coordinate datum can be expressed as 

shown in Figure 60.  

 

 

Figure 60: Part Coordinate System w.r.to Fixturing Deviation parts  

The next step is to identify the deviation of part coordinate system (xi,yi,zi) with 

respect to the fixture deviations at both the centers. This approach is considered because, the 

deviation of individual part features can be subsequently determined based on the datum call-

out. Eq. 4.14 can be used to calculate the deviation of the fixture centers corresponding 
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deviations  However, in the case of deviation along x-direction, we need to 

consider the fixed length of the part. The following procedure is used to determine the 

deviation of the datum system x
’
i for given fixture deviations at the fixtures. It should be 

noted that the selection of datum location for the ideal setup below is for demonstration. With 

known part end locations and datum (as in the case of the validation in further sections), this 

method is applicable for all part feature and datum designs. From the basic engineering 

drawing, we can determine L, l1, l2 , χ1 and χ2 . From Eq. 4.14 yc-i’, zc-i’ and by measuring the 

deviation in the contact surface along x-axis xc-i’, we can express the modified part deviation, 

with the known nominal lengths of l1 and l2 (to fixture centers) as:                   

                                                                                     (4.22) 

                                     (4.23) 

 By solving, the simultaneous quadratic equations in Eq. 4.22-4.33, we can identify 

the intersection of two circles centered at the two fixtures, which will provide the x-

coordinates of the new location of the part datum.  The results from Eqs.4.14 and 4.23, 

provide the deviated datum location for an orientation in CNC-RP.  Further, the location of 

any deviated point (px”i,py”i,pz”i) within the part specifications with respect to the deviated 

fixture coordinate system is given as, 

                                                                                     (4.24)   
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And based on values from Eq. 4.24, the deviated part location can be expressed as, 

                                                     (4.25) 

                                                    (4.26) 

                                                     (4.27) 

Subsequently, after determining the maximum possible deviation for a given part 

design (for all machining orientations), minimum machining allowance can be added to the 

total deviation. This will provide the part design that will be produced in an AM machine.  

Summary 

In this chapter, models were developed that can be used to assess the 

location/positional deviation of a part made on an AM process when it is fixture in a machine 

tool for machining. Models describing the geometric location of the part were developed and 

measurement of part features was undertaken to validate the models.  From these 

measurements, one could estimate the deviation of the fixtures and subsequently, deviation of 

part volume based on part geometry and location from the fixtures. In addition to these 

models, heuristics required in fixture design in terms of its location and geometry is 

developed. The interaction between the surface roughness and the location of deviated 

contact plane was also described and modeled. Based on preliminary studies, the model was 

extended to 3D deviation with the constraint of constant part length. Finally, the 

methodology employed in determining the part deviation is presented. 
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

This chapter is focused on validating the models developed in Chapter 4.  The results 

of measured error are compared to the modeling maximum for fixture inaccuracies and 

corresponding part deviation. Also, analysis on selection of fixture geometry and AM-build 

orientations based on surface analysis is also provided.  The interactions between part 

deviation and part-fixture geometry are also analyzed when the part is held between two 

centers with varying contact surfaces at each ends.  

5.1. Fixture Deviation Analysis  

 This section details fixture inaccuracies and surface characteristics of the near-net 

shape AM parts measured using a CMM and laser profilometer as shown in Section 4.1 from 

Chapter 4.  

5.1.1 Fixture Inaccuracy  

The CMM measurements of the fixture geometry inaccuracies for sacrificial cylinder 

fixture geometry are shown in Table 3 showing the deviation of the maximum-minimum 

fixture diameter from the average diameter for 11 EBM built cylindrical features.  
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Table 3: Cylinder Form Inaccuracy 

Filename
Average 

diameter

Maximum 

diameter

Minimum 

diameter

Maximum 

deviation

Minimum 

deviation

mm mm mm mm mm

CT_13P 16.95 17.50 16.78 0.55 0.71

CT_12P 18.68 19.79 18.27 1.11 1.52

CT_19P 18.69 20.07 18.11 1.38 1.97

CT_4P 42.93 43.17 42.72 0.24 0.45

CT_8P 42.96 43.20 42.72 0.24 0.48

CT_2P 42.96 43.42 42.61 0.46 0.81

CT_16P 48.88 49.56 48.22 0.68 1.34

CT_11P 48.96 49.61 48.67 0.65 0.94

CT_1P 49.99 50.48 49.64 0.49 0.84

CT_10P 55.74 56.03 55.43 0.30 0.60

CT_3P 57.89 58.42 57.61 0.53 0.81  

For the measured data of average diameter of EBM made cylinderical features, it was 

observed that the absolute deviation was always higher with the minimum contact plane from 

the nominal surface as shown in Figure 61. This could primarily be attributed to the non-

unifom shrinkage that occurs during the EBM processing. Hence, to identify the ‘maximum 

deviation’ of the actual fixture coordinate system, CFix with respect to the CCNC-RP we need 

to consider contact surfaces with the jaws at max-max-min contact deviation from the 

nominal plane in AIMS. It can be seen that positive (or over) deviation is greater than 

negative (or under) deviation. This is because when using contact-probe of CMM to quantify 

the deviations, the contact probe diameter (4mm in this study) could be larger to find sharp 

protrusions (positive deviations) than valleys (negative deivations). 
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Figure 61: Maximum-Minimum Deviation 

For the unit normal of each plane towards the center, each plane can be represented as 

ax+by+cz+m, where the planar equation refers to the nominal plane location. Similarly, the 

CMM measurement for tri-planar fixture geometry is shown in Table 4 referring to Figure 

47, where the equations represent each plane.  
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Table 4: Fixture characterization of Tri-planar faces 

Name Equation of plane1 Equation of plane 2 Equation of plane 3 Nominal diameter (mm)

TT_14AP.c

sv

(0.01)x + (-1.00)y + 

(-0.00)z + (113.53)

(-0.87)x + (0.50)y + 

(0.01)z + (233.03)

(0.86)x + (0.50)y + (-

0.00)z + (-415.12)
25.37

TT14A_H10

_R10_S0.05.

csv

(-0.03)x + (-1.00)y 

+ (0.00)z + (139.17)

(-0.84)x + (0.53)y + 

(0.01)z + (203.28)

(0.88)x + (0.47)y + (-

0.01)z + (-412.55)
15.16

TT14B_H10

_R10_S0.05.

csv

(0.88)x + (0.47)y + 

(0.01)z + (-396.06)

(-0.85)x + (0.52)y + (-

0.01)z + (208.98)

(-0.03)x + (-1.00)y + 

(0.01)z + (141.59)
14.95

TT15_H10_

R10_S0.05.c

sv

(0.77)x + (-0.64)y + 

(0.02)z + (-220.31)

(-0.94)x + (-0.35)y + 

(-0.00)z + (398.49)

(0.17)x + (0.99)y + (-

0.02)z + (-266.52)
15.88

TT18_H10_

R10_S0.05.c

sv

(-1.00)x + (0.03)y + 

(-0.02)z + (382.15)

(0.45)x + (-0.89)y + (-

0.01)z + (-55.37)

(0.52)x + (0.85)y + 

(0.03)z + (-341.71)
16.76

 

Correspondlingly, the measured positive-over and negative-under deviation of the 

planes on the inscribed circle were determined based on the collected data and is presented in 

the following Table 5 and Figure 62. Similar to the observed deviations in measurements of 

the average diameter of cylinders (Figure 61),  the positive deviation from average value is 

greater than negative deviation in the case of tri-planar faces.  

 

Table 5: Plane Positive and Negative Deviation 

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative

Over 

Nominal 

Deviation

Under 

Nominal 

Deviation

25.37 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.07 0.16 0.04 0.34 0.16

15.16 0.12 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.61 0.44

14.95 0.15 0.11 0.26 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.68 0.52

15.88 0.16 0.09 0.21 0.17 0.22 0.16 0.58 0.41

16.76 0.15 0.10 0.16 0.21 0.38 0.21 0.70 0.53

Nominal 

Diameter 

(mm)

Plane#1 Plane#2 Plane#3 Total Deviation
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Figure 62: Maximum-Minimum Deviations- Plane# 3 and Plane#1 

 

Figure 63: Total Absolute Deviation of the Planes 

It can be derived that in order to capture the negative deviations, the probe diameter 

should be much smaller and/or other non-contact techniques could be applied. The total 

absolute deviation of each of the planes is represented in Figure 63.  
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It was found that the plane with minimum absolute deviation from the nominal 

surface was the plane #1 built along the build direction shown in Figure 64 and this is due to 

the absence of any wafer support material (plane #3) and staircase effects of subsequent 

layers (plane #2).  On the contrary, the downward facing plane #3, which had wafer support 

attached prior to AIMS, has the maximum absolute deviation and could be attributed to the 

residual wafer support edges and presence of sintered metal powder on the surface. Hence, 

analysis on fixture deviation due to orientation in AM build envelope is performed for the 

two orientations shown in Figure 64 below. Based on the analysis, the location of the fixtures 

i, are re-oriented such that i=1 is on the upward face and in the other case, has wafer supports 

attached to it being the downward facing surface. 

 

Figure 64: Reorientation of Tri-planes 
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5.1.2 Surface Characteristics 

This section details the surface characteristics measure to determine the contact 

surface of the jaws with the contact surface. As detailed in the section 4.1.2, the following 

data were recorded from the characterization on the laser profilometer. Table 6 and Table 7 

note the average separation distance for all the trials from the reference plane in the rough 

surface for tri-planar and cylindrical fixtures.   

 

Table 6: Separation Distance of Tri-planar surfaces 

Plane 

#1

Asperities 

 (N)

Large Asperity 

Radius (mm)

Contact 

spots (n)

Real Contact 

Area (mm2)

Seperation 

Distance (mm)

1 18 0.05 4 0.0353 0.0563

2 17 0.03 3 0.0120 0.0425

3 15 0.04 3 0.0188 0.0500

4 14 0.03 2 0.0099 0.0525

Plane 

#2

Asperities 

 (N)

Large Asperity 

Radius (mm)

Contact 

spots (n)

Contact Area 

(mm2)

Seperation 

Distance (mm)

1 16 0.07 3 0.0615 0.0933

2 16 0.07 2 0.0615 0.1400

3 15 0.07 3 0.0577 0.0875

4 16 0.06 3 0.0452 0.0800

Plane 

#3

Asperities 

 (N)

Large Asperity 

Radius (mm)

Contact 

spots (n)

Contact Area 

(mm2)

Seperation 

Distance (mm)

1 18 0.12 4 0.2035 0.1350

2 17 0.09 3 0.1081 0.1275

3 19 0.08 5 0.0955 0.0760

4 22 0.09 4 0.1399 0.1238  

Table 7: Separation Distance of Cylindrical fixture 

Cylinder Asperities (N) Large Asperity Radius (mm) Contact spots (n) Contact Area (mm2) Seperation Distance (mm)

1 10 0.08 5 0.0502 0.0400

2 11 0.04 3 0.0138 0.0367

3 10 0.05 4 0.0196 0.0313

4 14 0.09 4 0.0890 0.0788  

 The impact of surface deviations can be superimposed on the form inaccuracy of the 

fixtures using: 
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                                  │AverageMin-Max│+ Separation Distance (Di)              (5.1) 

Based on the average separation distance for each of the planes from the four trials, 

the maximum contact surface deviation can be superimposed on the three planes from the 

CMM studies resulting in the actual contact deviation as shown in Table 8 below. 

 

Table 8: Total Deviation including Surface Roughness and Form Inaccuracy 

Max1 Min1 Max2 Min2 Max3 Min3
Max 

Deviation

Min 

Deviation

25.37 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.07 0.16 0.04 0.34 0.16

15.16 0.12 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.30 0.18 0.61 0.44

14.95 0.15 0.11 0.26 0.21 0.27 0.20 0.68 0.52

15.88 0.16 0.09 0.21 0.17 0.22 0.16 0.58 0.41

16.76 0.15 0.10 0.16 0.21 0.38 0.21 0.70 0.53

Nominal 

Diameter 

 (mm)

Plane#1 Plane#2 Plane#3 Total Deviation

 

In order to evaluate the proposed hypothesis that tri-planar surfaces have lesser 

feature deviation when compared to the cylinders of similar average diameters (15-18mm) 

the following Figure 65 is presented. It is proven that tri-planar surfaces have relatively lesser 

total contact surface deviation and variability when compared to cylindrical surfaces. Hence, 

in the case of AIMS it is preferred to incorporate tri-planar fixture design during the 

processing of CAD to minimize fixture deviation and subsequently, part deviation during 

machining. 
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Figure 65: Total Deviation of the Fixture designs for average diameters of 15-18 mm. 

5.2. Part Deviation Analysis 

Since the average diameter of each measured cylinders and the tri-planar features 

vary, an alternative method is required to analyze the model. This includes measuring the 

average dimensions of one AM part (e.g. EBM) of the following functional part with 

assembly features which will be produced using the fixture design shown in Figure 66. In this 

analysis, a laser based DMLS AM and EBM process were used to create the fixture, 

characterize the corresponding accuracy of the features and determine the part feature 

deviations by varying the contact surface location (to simulate varying fixture deviations). 

The deviation of the part features were calculated using the fixture deviation-part datum 

models presented in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 66: Downward Tri-plane Fixture Defects- DMLS 

After evaluating the fixture deviations for the two different orientations as shown in 

Figure 67, the design with no downward facing tri-plane made of Ti64 in EBM was used. 

Only critical features that are of interest in this study are provided a tolerance.   

 

 

Figure 67: Part Design for Validation 
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The nominal part features shown in Figure 67 were qualified using the AIM™ non-

contact measurement system for the specified 6 cylindrical features. The AIM™ system 

enables the incorporation of analysis within a machining center using high speed 

measurement sensor such as laser, ultrasound sensors, eddy current sensor, etc. For this 

study, Keytence LK-H052 laser scanner with LK-G50010 controller was used to collect 

information on the features. It was mounted on a Renishaw PH10MQ indexing head which 

was controlled by PHC-10-2 controller. The entire set-up was mounted on to the spindle of a 

Miltronics VM-16 CNC machining center as shown in Figure 68.   

The rationale for using a laser scanner is that it eliminates errors associated with using 

contact probe on a near-net AM surface which has deviations associated with the referencing 

surface. Using a laser scanner to establish the average dimensions enables us to analyze the 

impact of inducing known deviations at the fixture contact surfaces using shims. The 

resolution of the AIM™ is about 0.001” and has (patent-pending) synchronization and 3D 

alignment between sensors and NC position. The AIM™ system’s control box contains the 

timing circuit and signal cables which is interfaced to a computer network through Ethernet 

connection.  
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Figure 68: Non-Contact Scanner in CNC Machine 

 Custom fixtures with flat surfaces at an included angle of 60° that would be in contact 

with the faces of the tri-planar fixtures were created. NC toolpath was generated using 

SolidCAM to control the linear motions of the machine and 4
th

 and 5
th

 axis controls were 

used to control the rotations of the laser scanner. The CAD file used for the AM-process was 

used to create the toolpath, which had a machining allowance of 0.127 mm (0.005”). It is 

important to compensate for this machining allowance, since all the surfaces of the part were 

not machined. One of the set-ups with shims at only Center#2 is shown in Figure 69.  
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Figure 69: AIMS Part Fixtured between Centers 

The pre-machine hole diameters after scanning the nominal part is shown in Figure 

70. The toolpath consists of continuously scanning the circumference of the cylinders at z-

levels of 5 mm. The AIM™ system’s synchronizes the toolpath with the collected 

information on the part location using the laser sensor. The scanning rate was about 2048 

points/second at a feed rate of 3.048 m/min, which amounts to data collection every 0.0354 

mm of linear travel (not accounting for acceleration and deceleration due to change in 

momentum during travel). Figure 69 shows the superimposed data on the original CAD file.  
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Figure 70: Toolpath superimposed on the CAD part 

 

 

Figure 71: Raw Cloud Point from a Scan 

An example of the raw cloud point data of the EBM part with machined critical 

features is shown in Figure 71. Point cloud engineering software tool of Innovometric 

Polyworks V10 was used to process the raw point cloud. Extraneous points that were located 

more than 2 mm from the features were manually removed.  
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For each of the six features, automated least-square fit was performed to determine 

feature location and dimensions. Then, to replicate CMM’s 3-2-1, feature-based alignment 

was performed in Polyworks using the generated plane (Plane CAD1), line (Vector CAD1) 

and center of the feature 1 (Point 1CAD) shown in Figure 69. This does not compensate for 

the machining allowance not accounted for the alignment plane. The measurements for the 

nominal part are provided in Tables 9 and 10. The location of the centers of the critical 

features was in accordance with the datum (center of the larger critical feature) is shown in 

Figure 67. The measured nominal-target dimension was calibrated for the critical features 

and recorded in the following tables. 

 

Table 9: Location of the centers for the nominal part 

Center# 2 Center# 1 Point X ∆X Y ∆Y Z ∆Z

10000-1 0.128 0.000 -0.070 0.000 0.000 0.000

10000-2 9.710 0.000 -0.059 0.000 0.000 0.000

10000-3 0.272 0.000 9.506 0.000 0.000 0.000

10000-4 -9.270 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000

10000-5 0.206 0.000 -9.584 0.000 0.000 0.000

10000-6 -75.604 0.000 0.129 0.000 0.000 0.000

Hole Centers Locations (mm)Deviations (mm)

NominalNominal

 

Table 10: Measured diameters of the features 

Center# 2 Center# 1 Cylinder Diameter ∆Diameter

10000-1 8.537 0.000

10000-2 5.444 0.000

10000-3 5.404 0.000

10000-4 5.320 0.000

10000-5 5.320 0.000

10000-6 5.482 0.000

Deviations (mm)

Nominal Nominal

Hole Diameters and Cylindricity 

(mm)
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5.3. Estimation of Fixture Deviation 

Following the notations provided in the Section 4.3.  The major dimensions L, l1, l2, 

χ1 and χ2 are identified for the nominal part without any induced deviations at the fixtures.  In 

this nominal part, there are no deviations at the fixtures and hence, the location of the other 

features with respect to the datum can be determined based on specifications. 

 

 

Figure 72: Location of the Datum w.r.to Fixtures 

In the case of fixture deviations, prior to estimating the deviations for the identified 

features (#2-5), the location of the part datum feature#1 (xi,zi) needs to be determined. First, 

we estimate the variations of the fixture centers for different combinations of deviations 

caused at the fixtures using combinations of shims with thickness 0.254 mm and 0.508 mm 

(0.01” and 0.02” respectively). Given the build orientation of this part in EBM as shown in 

Figure 62, the total maximum deviation for the contact plane along x-axis is derived from the 

measurements presented in Table 5 for the nominal diameter of the fixture of 18 mm as 0.07 

mm .  
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Based on the equation 4.14, the deviations of the centers ( and ), will be 

calculated for the different combinations of deviations by similarly fitting a circle to the three 

contact points and identifying the center.  

 

Table 11: Deviation of Fixture at Center#2 

Deviations y2' z2'

Center#2 y z y z y z mm mm

0.508-0-0 0 9.508 -1.3878 -4.5 4.5 -1.3878 -0.1406 0.2659

0-0-0 0 9 -1.3878 -4.5 4.5 -1.3878 0 0

0.508-0.508-0 0 9.508 -1.46613 -4.754 4.5 -1.3878 -0.3898 0.163

0.254-0.508-0 0 9.254 -1.46613 -4.754 4.754 -1.3878 -0.048 0.0019

0.254-0.254-0 0 9.254 -1.42697 -4.627 4.5 -1.3878 -0.1928 0.0813

0.254-0-0 0 9.254 -1.3878 -4.5 4.5 -1.3878 -0.0703 0.1331

Center#2 Contact Points Deviated Center #2

Plane# 1 Plane# 2 Plane# 3

 

The set of random combinations of shim thickness used for center#2, the contact 

points for the contact surfaces with the fixture and corresponding location of the deviated 

center is shown in Table 11. Similar procedure was followed for the deviations of the fixture 

in center#1, with a different set of shim thickness combination and the results are shown in 

Table 12. 
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Table 12: Deviation of Fixture at Center#1 

Deviations y1' z1'

Center#1 y z y z y z mm mm

0-0-0.508 0 9 -1.3878 -4.5 4.754 -1.46613 0.3048 0.0314

0-0.508-0.508 0 9 -1.46613 -4.754 4.754 -1.46613 0.0724 0.1369

0-0.508-0.508 0 9 -1.46613 -4.754 4.754 -1.46613 0.0724 0.1369

0-0-0 0 9 -1.3878 -4.5 4.5 -1.3878 0 0

0.508-0.508-0 0 9 -1.46613 -4.754 4.5 -1.3878 -0.2393 0.1037

0-0-0 0 9 -1.3878 -4.5 4.627 -1.42697 0 0

Center#1 Contact Points Deviated Center #1

Plane# 1 Plane# 2 Plane# 3

 

5.4. Estimation of Part Datum Deviation 

Following the estimation of fixture location deviations, part datum deviation can be 

calculated from the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.  Based on Eq. 4.22 - 4.33, and for sets 

of shim deviations experiments for different fixture deviations (xc-i’, yc-i’ zc-i’) the deviation of 

datum locations can be determined. For instance, for the third set of deviations in both 

centers#1 and 2, the quadratic equations can be re-written as: 

                                     mm                           (5.2) 

                                      mm                    (5.3) 

In this case, xi’= 30.0696 mm, and we know from Figure 72, xi= 30.00 mm. Hence, the 

deviation is 0.0696 mm and including the machining allowance (0.127 mm), ∆xi’=0.1966.  

Similarly, from yi’= 8.94 mm and zi’= 9.14 and using Eq. 4.18, along with the machining 

allowance: 

∆y'i = 0.0724 * cos (90-16.95+ 0.127= 0.1482 mm and 
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∆z'i = 0.1369 * Sin (90-16.95) + 0.0.127 = 0.2581 mm   

A summary of the estimation of fixture location deviations, part datum deviation is shown in 

Table 13:  

 

Table 13: Estimation Part Datum Location Deviation 

Center#2 Center#1 X Y Z

0.508-0-0 0-0-0.508 0.2113 0.2163 0.1571

0-0-0 0-0.508-0.508 0.2044 0.1482 0.2581

0.508-0.508-0 0-0.508-0.508 0.1966 0.1482 0.2581

0.254-0.508-0 0-0-0 0.1946 0.1129 0.1288

0.254-0.254-0 0.508-0.508-0 0.1963 0.0569 0.2263

0.254-0-0 0-0-0 0.2041 0.1064 0.2545

Deviations (mm) Datum Deviations (mm)

 

 

5.5. Analysis 

The summary of measured deviation from scanning is shown in Table 14 below.  
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Table 14: Measured Datum Location (10000-1) 

Center# 2 Center# 1 Cylinder Diameter ∆Diameter Cylindricity

10000-1 8.537 0.000 0.213

10000-2 5.444 0.000 0.218

10000-3 5.404 0.000 0.275

10000-4 5.320 0.000 0.264

10000-5 5.320 0.000 0.267

10000-6 5.482 0.000 0.284

10001-1 8.471 -0.066 0.174

10001-2 5.345 -0.099 0.205

10001-3 5.332 -0.072 0.253

10001-4 5.266 -0.054 0.189

10001-5 5.240 -0.080 0.142

10001-6 5.305 -0.177 0.206

10002-1 8.461 -0.076 0.194

10002-2 5.335 -0.109 0.222

10002-3 5.417 0.013 0.330

10002-4 5.263 -0.057 0.169

10002-5 5.232 -0.088 0.155

10002-6 5.358 -0.124 0.366

10003-1 8.450 -0.087 0.215

10003-2 5.316 -0.128 0.203

10003-3 5.320 -0.084 0.281

10003-4 5.255 -0.065 0.186

10003-5 5.221 -0.099 0.182

10003-6 5.303 -0.179 0.321

10004-1 8.478 -0.059 0.189

10004-2 5.383 -0.061 0.232

10004-3 5.373 -0.031 0.258

10004-4 5.276 -0.044 0.198

10004-5 5.268 -0.052 0.204

10004-6 5.284 -0.198 0.236

10005-1 8.446 -0.091 0.184

10005-2 5.314 -0.130 0.222

10005-3 5.303 -0.101 0.342

10005-4 5.260 -0.060 0.209

10005-5 5.213 -0.107 0.197

10005-6 5.303 -0.179 0.238

10006-1 8.442 -0.095 0.170

10006-2 5.347 -0.097 0.231

10006-3 5.328 -0.076 0.252

10006-4 5.261 -0.059 0.192

10006-5 5.260 -0.060 0.155

10006-6 5.285 -0.197 0.425

Hole Diameters and Cylindricity 

(mm)

0.254-0-0 0.508-0.508-0

0.254-0.254-0 0-0-0

Deviations (mm)

Average Average

0.508-0-0 0-0-0.508

0-0-0 0-0.508-0.508

0.508-0.508-0 0-0.508-0.508

0.254-0.508-0 0-0-0
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The error in estimation of the datum deviation with respect to the fixture deviations 

are shown in Table 15 below: 

 

Table 15: Estimation Error 

Center#2 Center#1 X Y Z

0.508-0-0 0-0-0.508 0.0603 -0.0877 -0.5099

0-0-0 0-0.508-0.508 0.1104 -0.1018 -0.5619

0.508-0.508-0 0-0.508-0.508 -0.0914 -0.1448 -0.9019

0.254-0.508-0 0-0-0 -0.0304 -0.1021 -0.0602

0.254-0.254-0 0.508-0.508-0 0.1833 -0.4561 -0.9597

0.254-0-0 0-0-0 -0.0319 -0.0266 0.0495

Deviations (mm) Error in Estimation(mm)

 

The accuracy of the scanning system is about 0.0508 mm (± 0.001”), hence 

accounting for that, actual error can be computed as: 

 

Table 16: Actual Error 

Center#2 Center#1 X Y Z

0.508-0-0 0-0-0.508 0.0095 -0.1385 -0.5607

0-0-0 0-0.508-0.508 0.3746 -0.1526 -0.6127

0.508-0.508-0 0-0.508-0.508 -0.1422 -0.1956 -0.9527

0.254-0.508-0 0-0-0 -0.0812 -0.1529 -0.1110

0.254-0.254-0 0.508-0.508-0 0.1325 -0.5069 -1.0105

0.254-0-0 0-0-0 -0.0827 -0.0774 -0.0013

Deviations (mm) Error in Estimation(mm)

 

Summary 

In this chapter, a series of experiments where undertaken to demonstrate how the as-

built part datum accuracy compares to the analytically derived models.  
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The part fixture deviations and surface characteristics models were analyzed. The part 

was demonstrated for different location errors at either centers associated with fixturing from 

features with size tolerances of about 1 mm.  Each part was located twelve times in the 

fixtures with known fixturing deviations to calculate the part datum locations.  

It was found that there is significantly more fixturing error associated with the 

circular fixture design. Also, it was analyzed that the orientation of the fixture during AM 

build is very important in minimizing the overall part deviation during the finishing stage. 

Based on the analysis, this was tested using two independent processes and it was validated 

that fixturing errors are minimal when there are no downward facing surfaces in the fixture 

design. Further, a mechanical part with assembly specifications was analyzed for the optimal 

fixture orientation.  

The developed model which identifies the datum deviation can be used to estimate 

the part features deviation for other part designs. In this study, deterministic approach was 

pursued by causing known deviations on a near-net surface. In the future, recording of large 

samples of fixture surface roughness and size accuracy ‘as-built’ based on the build 

orientation will enable determine the variance associated with the appropriate AM process. 

This can be incorporated into the model to predict the deviation of datum location based on 

each part design. A logical next step would be to incorporate desired machining allowance 

and/or pass to the part feature deviations. In conclusion, this study demonstrated an analytical 

model to determine a part datum -feature deviation based on deterministic deviations at the 

jaw-contact surfaces. This model can be used to include variance associated with the 
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fixturing surface and it could minimize the amount of part deviation and associated 

machining allowance.  
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CHAPTER 6: AIMS PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Introduction 

In this chapter, the economics of hybrid manufacturing will be addressed.  

Specifically, AIMS performance in terms of production time, cost and material utilization is 

studied. Cost models are developed for processing of low volume batch production (1-4) 

through AIMS and true CNC-RP. In this case, the cost model for AIMS is employed using 

EBM as the AM component; however, other AM processes can be easily adapted e.x. DMLS 

and SLM. For generality, conventional manufacturing processes which require custom 

fixturing and tooling are not analyzed since fixture development cost can be so variable. 

Also, AIMS and CNC-RP provide the same final process performance (machining accuracy 

and finish) and neither process requires custom tooling, again a highly variable cost 

component.  

The impact of cost components and AM-based process constraints namely, ‘part 

overgrowth’ due to fixturing deviations as detailed in previous chapters are studied through 

sensitivity analysis. Finally, brief discussions on major criteria that impact the overall AIMS 

performance metrics of unit cost are also listed. One major component of hybrid 

manufacturing that is NOT addressed here is that of design for AM or hybrid.  Recently, a 

focus has been reported where mechanical designs can be significantly improved 

(mechanical strength) by using geometric shape features that have been difficult or 

impossible to produce using traditional manufacturing methods.   
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These new designs use less material and require less time on an AM process than 

tradition geometric shapes.  We will not consider this aspect of engineering design for hybrid 

manufacturing, but will note that when this is properly applied, it will skew the economics 

more in favor of AM produced parts. 

6.1. Metrics Model 

The following section describes the economic models to evaluate unit cost and 

manufacturing time as function of part and support volume for the following systems: 

(1) Subtractive Manufacturing- CNC-RP 

(2) Hybrid Manufacturing AIMS-  

a. Additive Manufacturing-EBM   

b. CNC-RP (finishing) 

The development of the cost model consists of material and manufacturing cost 

(including setup and tool costs) components. The time for preparation of process parameters 

in terms of NC codes (CNC-RP) and additive manufacturing process files are approximately 

the same (and small < 60 minutes) and hence, engineering cost is not included in the model. 

However, in highly complex geometries it is recommended to include this cost. The cost 

model is material and activity-based, and the notations for all the major cost factors detailed 

in Table 10. 

In order to develop the cost model, the following nomenclatures are used to develop a 

mathematical model for AIMS (using EBM) and CNC-RP is presented in Table 17.  
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Table 17: Nomenclature for cost models for additive, subtractive and hybrid processes 

Major 

Notations 
Unit Comments 

General  factors 

Cunit $ Cost per unit 

Pv mm
3
 Part volume 

SPv mm
3
 Support volume- sacrificial supports 

Cprocess $/hr Operating cost for each process 

Cmat $ Cost of material in each process 

tbuild hr Time to fabricate the part in additive process 

tsetup_process hr Setup time in each process 

tpost_process hr Post-processing time in each process 

CNC-RP specific  factors 

Sv mm
3
 Volume of bar stock 

thog hr Time for hogging operation 

trough hr Time for roughing operation 

tfinish hr Time for finishing operation 

ttool_life hr Cutting tool life duration 

ttool_change hr Time for changing tool and tool set-up time 

 mm
3
 Total volume removed at each stage in CNC-RP 

MRR mm
3
/hr Material Removal Rate at each stage in CNC-RP 

Ctooling $/tool Cost of cutting tools 

nt -- Number of tool changes in each stage 

Ctooling $/tool Cost of cutting tools 

EBM specific  factors 

nEBM -- Number of layers in EBM fabrication 

ρ kg/mm
3
 Density of metal powder used 

tEBM hr Total build time in EBM 

tplate hr 
Time to preheat the start plate to required temperature before 

fabrication 

tcool hr 
Time to cool the build volume, retrieve part and recycle unused 

powder 
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6.2. Additive Manufacturing Model 

In the case of additive manufacturing, unit cost can be simplified as a function of set-

up time, part height (i.e., number of layers), summation of cross-sectional area of each layer 

and post-processing time. Hence, in a part with n layers, where  is the build time for 

layers i = 1, 2,… n, the total manufacturing time and unit cost are formulated as: 

 

 
 

 (6.1) 

 

 

 

(6.2) 

The generic model provided can be adapted to many layer by layer manufacturing 

methods depending on individual cost components in each layer (e.g. different part and 

support generation parameters) and corresponding setup and post-processing time such as 

sintering.  In the following sections, this model is extended to two specific systems: CNC-RP 

and EBM-CNC-RP hybrid process. 

6.3 CNC-RP Cost Model 

In the case of CNC-RP, the manufacturing cost is a function of; cost of the stock, total 

machining time and the tooling cost. The machining time is determined from the total 

volume of metal to be removed from the stock (ΔV) for a given metal removal rate (MRR), 

i.e. ΔV/MRR. Further, based on tool geometry, feed rates and depth of cut the metal removal 

rate will vary in hogging, roughing and finishing stages. The setup time (tsetup_CNC-RP) is 

assumed to be uniform irrespective of the part volume (because the stock is fixtured across 
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two chucks). Further, the material cost (Sv – Stock volume) is based on part orientation 

(cylinder with minimum diameter equal to diagonal of part).  

The post-processing step in CNC-RP is the removal of sacrificial supports which 

takes negligible time and is not considered in the cost model derived from equations 6.1- 6.2 

as shown below: 

 ) (6.3) 

 
 (6.4) 

 
 

(6.5) 

   (6.6) 

At every ‘stage’ of CNC-RP (hogging, roughing and finishing) there are two time 

components namely; machining time and tool change operations equations 6.5-6.6. 

Subsequently, the unit cost of CNC-RP made part as shown in equation 6.3 is derived from 

manufacturing time equation 6.4, material cost and tooling cost. 

6.4 AIMS Cost Model 

The developed hybrid process has two steps: EBM and the ‘finishing’ stage of CNC-

RP. First, a cost model for EBM is developed by integrating EBM-specific process steps for 

the total build time in equation 6.2. 

 

 

(6.7) 
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In this process parameter based cost model, the total build time as shown in equation 

6.7 is further expanded to differentiate individual operations in each layer i  namely; 

preheating of the plate, raking of the metal powder, preheating the powder bed, melting the 

contour (or edges) and part volume, support structures and finally, post-melting scan. 

Constant plate preheating, raking,  preheating and post-heating durations are assumed.  

For each layer i, the melting and  support generation time are formulated based on 

EBM process parameters as shown below in equations 6.9-6.10. 

                                               

(6.9) 

                                                 

(6.10) 

 

In the case of EBM, the post-processing involves cooling down of the build chamber, 

part retrieval and recovery/recycling of unused powder. Hence, the overall cost-time of EBM 

component in this hybrid process is defined as:  

 
(6.11) 

 (6.12) 

Unlike complete CNC-RP, the subtractive stage of the hybrid system consists only of 

finishing stage.  Since the sacrificial fixtures used in subtractive stage are considered as 

‘EBM-made part volume’, there is no additional material cost associated with the subtractive 

stage.  
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The ‘near net’ part from EBM is the stock volume and hence the cost-time CNC-RP 

component in this hybrid process is defined as: 

 
 (6.13) 

6.5. Case Study  

The cost models are analyzed using a case study of the example part shown in Figures 

73 and 74. The unit cost and time are determined for manufacturing the case study part 

through CNC-RP and AIMS.  

Also, the impact of low-volume batch production is investigated. The material 

selected for this study is Ti64, which is representative of metal alloys processed through 

additive methods. The part geometry selected in this study is typical of an additive 

manufacturing part and when processed through traditional machining would require 

multiple refixturings. 

 

 

Figure 73: Unit and batch production of sample part in EBM 
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For the process variables for CNC-RP, it was assumed that the operating cost was $ 

25/hr with stock setup time of 10 minutes and tool change of 10 minutes including 

qualification of tool length.  

The cutting tool is assumed to be four flute carbide flat end mills with diameters of 

25.40 mm, 6.35 mm and 3.18 mm for hogging, roughing and finishing respectively. The 

machining parameters were estimated for the surface speed of 508 mm/s with chip load of 

0.05 mm in the case of hogging and roughing and 0.03 mm in the case of finishing. The layer 

thickness (depth of cut) considered were 5.08 mm, 0.51 mm and 0.127mm in the case of 

hogging, roughing and finishing operation respectively. The stock volume for this study was 

a cylinder with a diameter of 63.50 mm and a length of 203.20 mm and valued at $ 400 per 

bar. The average tool life was assumed to be 100 minutes of machining time and tooling cost 

of $20/tool.  

In the case of EBM, the operating cost was estimated at $ 104/hr and the layer 

thickness used was 0.07 mm. The setup time in EBM including pumping the pressure in the 

build chamber down to the appropriate vacuum level and preheating the EBM plate was 

assessed as 90 minutes. The cost of the EBM powder used was $ 300/kg and a 5 % loss in 

powder during handing was also considered. Figure 74 shows the build slices (a) and an 

individual layer (b). Individual layer showing the support and melt features. Constant beam 

speed conditions throughout melting and support generation are assumed in this study, 

although it is recognized that in reality the EBM adapts the beam speed throughout the 

process.  
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However, the proposed model can be used for varying process condition to replicate 

the exact physical build conditions across each layer. In this experiment, multi-spot Arcam 

A2 was used and the effective contour speed was 17.18 mm/s and support speed was 50 

mm/s.  In the case of melting, the beam overlap of 0.20 mm was used and hence the effective 

beam travel distance per unit is defined by total melt area per overlap.  Constant raking 

duration per layer (10 seconds), preheating (12.5 seconds) and post-heating duration (12.5 

seconds) per layer are assumed. During this experiment, the melt beam speed used was 500 

mm/s and total number of layers was 528. The total cooling time for the build and part 

retrieval was estimated at 1200 minutes.  

In the analyzed caste study, the total melt area of a unit part was calculated as 

152,255mm
2
 and the total contour distance was found to be 21,605 mm. In the case of 

support structures, the total support distance were calculated as 7,766 mm. 

 

 

Figure 74: (a) EBM build slices and (b) Individual layers 
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During batch production using CNC-RP, the process plan is repeated according to the 

batch size since stock is replaced after each run. In contrast, the number of parts in a single 

build can be increased in additive processes subject to build envelope restrictions as shown in 

Figure 74.  In such batch runs using EBM, the processing time for set-up, plate pre-heating, 

raking, layer pre-heating and post-heating does not change.  

However, the layer processing time varies based on the area and perimeter of the 

cross-sectional geometry of each layer. Therefore, the hybrid system could benefit from 

batch production in additive stage in some cases followed by ‘finishing’ operation of every 

‘unit’ in the batch separately in repeated CNC-RP operation.To summarize this study, in 

order to compare CNC-RP and AIMS, individual batch sizes of 1, 2, 3 and 4 are considered 

in this study. Referring to equation 6.3, the independent variables associated with CNC-RP 

are material cost, machining time and cutting tool cost. In the case of EBM-based AIMS 

referring to equation 6.3, the independent variables associated with AIMS are material cost, 

production time and cutting tool cost. 

6.6 Results  

In CNC-RP, the hogging-roughing and finishing stages for the CNC machining 

parameters for Ti-6Al-4V resulted in the processing time and cost shown in Table 18. 
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Table 18: Breakdown of CNC-RP operation and tooling cost 

CNC-RP 

stage 

Setup 

time 

(hrs) 

Machining 

time (hrs) 

Number 

of tool 

changes 

Tooling 

cost ($) 

Tool 

change 

time 

(hrs) 

Stage 

time 

(hrs) 

Operating 

cost ($) 

Total cost 

including 

material 

($) 

Roughing and 

Hogging 0.17 
14.04 8 160 1.33 15.37 417.50 

1358.25 Finishing 9.38 5 100 0.83 10.21 276.00 

Total CNC-

RP  
0.17 23.42 13 260 2.17 25.59 698.25 

  

In the case of CNC-RP, lower material removal rate contributes to higher machining 

time. This is representative of machinability of alloys used in aerospace applications such as 

Ti-6Al-4V and superalloys such as Inconel 625. Such alloys have desired high temperature 

strength when compared to other metals with superior machinability such as Aluminum 

alloys and Stainless Steel. These alloys are also extremely difficult to machine, which leads 

to higher tool wear resulting in consumption of multiple cutting tools. In addition, the cost of 

stock for those alloys is significantly higher than other commonly used material such as 

Aluminum, Stainless Steel and Brass. In the case of batch production through CNC-RP 

process, the unit price remains the same because the process is repeated for each stock. In the 

case of additive stage of EBM in hybrid process, the unit price varies as shown in the 

following Table 19 for unit and batch production. It can be observed that increasing batch 

size reduces the unit cost.  
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This can be attributed to the significant amount of time required in EBM for cool-

down and part retrieval. The material cost of alloys used in EBM (and other AM processes) 

is often greater than wrought stock due to preparation of material through atomization, etc. 

 

Table 19: EBM cost-component in unit and batch production 

Batch 

Size 

Setup-

Plate time 
Build time 

Cool 

time 

Total 

time 

Material 

cost 

Total 

cost 

Unit 

cost 

 (hrs)  (hrs)  (hrs) (hrs)  ($) ($) ($) 

1 1.50 6.53 20.00 28.03 104.23 3019.54 3019.54 

2 1.50 12.48 20.00 33.98 138.97 3672.93 1836.47 

3 1.50 18.43 20.00 39.93 185.30 4337.91 1445.97 

4 1.50 24.38 20.00 45.88 247.07 5018.32 1254.58 

 

The hybrid process results as shown in Table 20 includes the setup of ‘near-net’ part 

in CNC-RP, finish machining and tool change time and costs 

 

Table 20: Hybrid process unit and batch production 

Batch 

Size 

Hybrid Process 

EBM stage CNC-RP  
Total 

Cost ($) 

Unit 

Cost ($) Time 

(hrs) 

Material 

Cost ($) 

EBM 

Cost ($) 

Time 

(hrs) 

CNC-RP 

Cost ($) 

1 28.03 104.23 3,019.54 10.38 359.50 3,483.27 3,483.27 

2 33.98 138.97 3,672.93 20.76 619.00 4,430.90 2,215.45 

3 39.93 185.30 4,337.91 31.14 878.50 5,401.71 1,800.57 

4 45.88 247.07 5,018.32 41.52 1,138.00 6,403.39 1,600.85 
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From Figure 75, it is recognized that the batch size does not impact the unit cost when 

producing a part only through CNC-RP (including hogging and roughing). 

 

 

Figure 75: Unit cost through batch production in CNC-RP and Hybrid process- AIMS 

From Table 20, it is evident that the capability to fabricate in batches can reduce the 

unit cost in the EBM stage in this example. This is primarily due to the time involved in 

raking, preheating and post-heating in each layer and importantly, the cool down time as 

shown in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76: Time Components in the AIMS production based on batch size 

By increasing the number of parts that can be accommodated in the AM build, the 

significant cooling time is amortized across the units in the batch. 

6.7 Sensitivity Analysis- Influence of Cost Components  

The following sensitivity analysis studies the major factors based on the case study in 

order to evaluate the impact of the cost components. The variables include; cost of material, 

operating cost, machining allowance, material removal rate-MRR ratio and AM production 

time. The cost of material varies significantly in EBM (and other AM) based on the alloys 

such as Ti-6Al-4V, Inconel, etc. and also, the method and quantity of production through 

atomization. In the case of CNC-RP, the cost of machining stock also varies significantly 

based on the material such as Aluminum and Ti-6Al-4V. The amount of total material 

removed during finishing operation is based on two factors namely; Part deviation (Referring 

to Chapters 4 and 5 in the case of AIMS) and the material that is being processed. Higher 

part deviation in AIMS due to fixture inaccuracies and surface characteristics require greater 

part overgrowth to successfully produce the part.  
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Machinability is an important factor for the unit cost, since selection of machining 

parameters can vary based on the material (Aluminum, Ti-6-Al-4V), available cutting tools 

(High speed steel, coated carbides) and machine tool. The physical properties of the material 

being processed influences the recommended depths of cut for finishing operation and the 

material removal rate for desired surface finish. It should be noted that the MRR ratio is with 

respect to the previous study. Hence, lower the ratio, greater the MRR when compared to the 

case study. The total AM production time which is a function of preheat time, rake time, melt 

time and cooling or heat-treatment time is important, since advancements in AM methods 

have been improving rapidly. Hence, it is important to analyze the effects of reducing this 

time component. The unit EBM time component reduces based on batch size as shown in 

Figure 75. Therefore, this sensitivity analysis of single unit batches includes multiple units in 

a single build where the unit EBM time is reduced. Also, the unit material cost is a function 

of the part volume and hence does not vary for different batch sizes. 

Further, since AM is relatively new when compared to machining, considerable 

training and experience is required in the workforce to operate the equipment. As a result, the 

operator costs are almost four times on average to that of a machinist. Finally, this analysis 

studies the impact of these variables on the unit cost for hybrid and CNC-RP production. It 

should be noted that batch production is not considered for CNC-RP since the same process 

plan is repeated for each unit with a bar stock. The analysis was performed on the same part 

design detailed in the section 3.4 for the following conditions shown in Table 21. 
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Table 21: Variable Conditions 

Variables Case-study- 

Section.3 

Level #2 Level #3 

EBM material cost ($/kg) 300 30 150 

CNC-RP stock cost ($/unit) 400 200 40 

Ratio: MRR/MRR-case study 1 0.5 0.1 

EBM production time (hr/part) 20 10 2 

EBM operating cost ($/hr) 104 66 33 

CNC-RP operating cost ($/hr) 25 50 75 

 

The price of atomized Ti64 metal powder for AM is currently around $ 300/kg and it 

is expected that with gaining popularity of metal AM, the overall production volume will 

increase and hence the price could reduce. The cost of round stock for machining is higher 

for superalloys such as Ti64 and lower for Steel and lowest for Aluminum, hence the CNC-

RP stock cost is considered at 50 % and 10 % of Ti64 cost. Similarly, the machinability of 

steel and aluminum are of the same order in terms of MRR. With the development in 

processing capabilities and techniques (e.g. cool down external to EBM machine volume) 

would lower the production time. Finally, with growing workforce and skilled operators the 

operating cost of metal AM such as EBM would reduce in the future.  The influence of the 

major factors on hybrid unit cost is shown in Figure 77. In Figure 77, it was observed that 

EBM (AM) production time tremendously affects the unit hybrid cost along with production 

cost. It was found that a 50 % reduction in EBM production time resulted in lowering the unit 
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cost by 40 % and when EBM production time was reduced to 90 %, the overall unit cost was 

reduced by 72 %.  

Similarly, a 36 % reduction in operation cost reduced the unit cost by about 30 %. For 

the analyzed part design and volume, it was found that material cost had lesser effect on the 

unit cost where 50 % reduction in material cost resulted only in 8 % reduction in unit cost. 

Further, increasing the material removal rate (machinability) of the material during finish-

machining by 100 % reduced the unit cost by 10%.  

This can be attributed to the fabrication of ‘rough stock’ through AM leading to 

minimal machining. Similarly, reduction machining allowance by 100 % through tighter 

fixture deviation control lead to reduction in unit cost by 11%. This is because of lesser 

material removal and also, lower tool wear resulting in a more economical AIMS finishing 

operation.  
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Figure 77: Total Unit Cost for Hybrid Manufacturing 

Increasing the machinability (MRR) by 50 % and 100 % in CNC-RP positively 

influenced the CNC-RP unit cost by 35 % and 52 % respectively as shown in Figure 78. 

However, reducing the material cost by similar orders had lesser effect on the unit cost (13 % 

and 25 %), and when compared to the case study, this can be attributed to the significant 

amount of machining time leading to high tool costs. In other words, machining time is more 

dominant on unit cost than the material cost because, increased machining time results in 

higher production cost as well as more tool wear. The values for cost and rates used in the 

case study were typical costs for the effect of these rates should illustrate typical responses 

for changes in the manufacturing efficiencies and material costs. 
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Figure 78: Influence of cost factors on Single-unit CNC-RP 

It can be identified from this analysis that the cost of hybrid process can be greatly 

reduced by reducing the production time and operator cost in EBM (or AM). In the case of 

CNC-RP, the unit cost can be greatly reduced by increasing the material removal rate 

significantly. In the case of CNC-RP, the influence of higher MRR is more pronounced than 

the material cost as shown in Figure 78. This can be attributed to the amount of additional 

machining time required to machine alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V (MRR ratio = 1) and Brass 

(MRR ratio > 0.33). In many ways, this study reflects the current state of additive and 

machining-based manufacturing processes where expensive alloys with part designs 

requiring multiple fixtures are preferred to be processed through AM (particularly for low 

volume batches).  
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Mass production of easier-to-machine alloys like Aluminum, Brass, etc. can be easily 

processed through machining with higher material removal rate. For the given case-study 

part design, in order to understand the main and interaction effects between the cost 

variables, further analysis was performed. As shown in Figure 79, impact of CNC-RP based 

cost components such as stock cost, MRR and production cost is greater on CNC-RP unit. 

This can attributed to the machining of the entire part from a bar stock, particularly in the 

case of materials where the feasible MRR is lower such as Ti64 and other superalloys.  It can 

be seen that the machinability of the material (MRR) ratio has the greatest impact in the case 

of CNC-RP. With increased machining cost, the unit cost of CNC-RP significantly increases 

greater in the case of CNC-RP than in AIMS. This can be attributed to elimination of 

roughing operations through machining a near-net shape part. The impact of material cost is 

greater in CNC-RP (i.e., stock cost) than in AIMS.  
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Figure 79: Influence of CNC-RP-related variables: operating cost, material and MRR 

Hence, higher material removal rate and lower CNC-RP operating cost would result 

in lower unit cost as shown in Figure 80. It can be observed that finish machining of a near 

net AM-part through the hybrid process reduces the influence of machining-based cost 

components. 
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Figure 80: Interaction between production cost and MRR 

In the case of hybrid manufacturing as shown in Figure 81, the cool time after the 

completion of the build has a pronounced effect on the hybrid unit cost. The effect is further 

increased with higher operating cost.  
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Figure 81: Influence of EBM cool time and EBM operating cost 

In the case of AIMS, the analysis above identifies the interaction between the 

important variables on unit cost for the case study for single-unit and batch production. 

However, it is important to understand the influence of aspect ratio of the part (i.e. part size) 

on the unit cost to identify the economical manufacturing method.  
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Hence, using the same part geometry and cost variables considered in the primary 

case study, we determined the unit cost for other aspect ratios. The numbers of parts that can 

be included in a single EBM build (and other additive processes) is limited by the available 

build volume and build orientation. Further, based on the case study it was identified that 

batch size does not impact CNC-RP unit cost.  

Hence, in this analysis batch size of one that can be accommodated along the shortest 

build height is only considered for CNC-RP. Since multiple parts can be accommodated in 

the AIMS system (for given part volume and design), the interaction effects of two main 

variables in the cost of EBM operation and cooling time (i.e. included in the production time) 

was also analyzed and shown in Figure 82. 

 

 

Figure 82: AIMS Unit Cost for different Batch Sizes 
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It can be identified that the production cost significantly affects the hybrid unit cost 

and its effects are greater at larger cooling time. In order to test the influence of part size, the 

case study design was altered and analyzed for the base variables. The following Figure 83 

shows the impact of part aspect ratio on the unit cost for batch size of one. 

 

 

Figure 83: Unit Cost for different Aspect Ratios 

 Within AIMS, parts with higher aspect ratio are more cost effective when compared 

to parts with lower aspect ratio. This can be attributed to the number of build layers in EBM, 

which impacts the time for raking, pre-heating and post-heating the layer.  
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On the contrary, the CNC-RP unit cost is affected by the total material to remove and 

the machining parameters and is more cost effective for parts with parts with lower aspect 

ratio. 

6.7 Discussion  

From this study, it is observed that machining duration of CNC-RP only production 

(including hogging and roughing) is significantly longer than AIMS, (only the finishing stage 

of CNC-RP).   

This could be attributed to the machining parameters such as feed and depth of cut 

employed for milling alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V.  For instance, machining time would be 

drastically lower in the case of processing relatively softer materials such as Aluminum or 

Brass. However, since the operation cost of CNC-RP is much lower than the operation cost 

of relatively newer technologies such as EBM (and other metal AM) the unit cost is lower for 

a single unit when compared to AIMS. It was also observed that high cooling time (and/or 

heat treatments) has tremendous influence on increasing the unit hybrid cost.  

However, material utilization in terms of part-stock volume of expensive tough to 

machine materials could become a critical factor based on part geometry while processing 

solely in CNC-RP. This is important in the case of expensive superalloys used in aerospace 

and mechanical applications. On the other hand, the hybrid process demonstrated higher 

material utilization of expensive alloys in EBM along with the ability to ‘finish’ machine 

through CNC-RP.  
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The benefits were three-fold: (1) addition of sacrificial fixture for CNC-RP in the 

near-net part eliminated the need for any additional fixtures, (2)  employing only  ‘finish’ 

CNC-RP reduced total machining time (as compared to CNC-RP) and also, lower tooling 

cost and (3) higher material utilization by using only ‘near-net’ volume of material (as 

compared to bar stock in CNC-RP). 

It can also be noted that the ability to batch produce ‘near-net’ part in a single build 

lowered the EBM-component in the total cost. Another critical factor is the part design 

limitations with subtractive methods. For instance, it is not feasible to produce non-

conventional features such as mesh or lattice structures through CNC-RP.  

By integrating such part design within surfaces as shown in Figure 13 and finish 

machining through CNC-RP, the hybrid process enables increased strength-to- weight ratio 

along with precision feature and surface accuracy. This is critical particularly in the case of 

expensive alloys.  

In addition, the following relationship can be derived from above:   

                             (6.14) 

and if: 

 (6.15) 

and:  

                                         (6.16) 
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Hence, it is considered optimal to choose the CNC-RP process over the hybrid 

process (neglecting any geometric constraints) when the cost of rough stock is lesser than 

that of EBM.  Otherwise, the hybrid process provides the least cost solution. Any situation 

that increases the pre-finishing time i.e., costs of roughing or hogging tooling, or stock costs 

will shift the decision in the direction of the hybrid process and ‘near-net’ shaping using 

additive processes. This is intuitive and explains why significant research thrusts in the 

additive manufacturing arena are towards nickel based super alloys and other difficult to 

machine materials.   

It is also somewhat instructive as to why (again neglecting any geometric constraints) 

aluminum research in these processes is somewhat muted, as the machinability of aluminum 

is much greater than that of cobalt chrome and titanium alloys 

 Other situations may not be as intuitive.  Parts that require relatively little hogging or 

roughing time, such as parts where part volume approaches that of the rough stock size in 

CNC-RP will favor CNC-RP, and parts where the majority of the material removal is done 

by the relatively large and rigid hogging tool will again favor CNC-RP. As shown parts with 

lower aspect ratio (with lower ratio of material removal-stock volume) are preferred to be 

processed through CNC-RP. Parts with high aspect ratio and thin walls, greater concave 

areas and small internal features (internal to the convex hull) will favor the hybrid process.  

 The impact of batch size on the hybrid process is significant because, it is a near-net 

shaping ‘n’ units of rough stock for finish CNC-RP with a single set-up in EBM and 

amortized processing time of raking, pre-heating and post-heating of each layer (which 
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consists of ‘n’ units). Hence, the selection criteria of economical process can further 

extended as: 

                                                  (6.17) 

 If the cost of roughing and hogging through CNC-RP solely for a single unit is 

greater than processing ‘near-net’ shape EBM-made rough stock in a batch, AIMS is more 

economical. This criterion should be considered simultaneously for: (1) Batch size, (2) Build 

orientation and (3) Part shape. 

For example, if a larger batch size (~10) of a part with higher aspect ratio is required 

it would be efficient to select the build orientation along the part length to accommodate the 

batch size in a single EBM build.  For commercial EBM production, we feel that if even one 

part is being manufactured in an EBM, it will be paired with other parts in the EBM build so 

that n in Eq. 6.17 will be kept as high as possible and the resulting cost will be as low as 

possible. The ability to address fixturing for subtractive operations prior to fabricating the 

part provides a unique advantage to analyze the location and geometry of fixtures on non-

functional or desired surfaces, the orientation of part fabrication in the additive process can 

also be adapted to surfaces requiring precision finish (e.g. upward facing surfaces have better 

finish than downward facing or overhanging surface). Successful implementation of the 

integrated hybrid system will improve material utilization and eliminate manual finishing 

processes and the requirement for multiple fixtures.   
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The AIMS system can be employed through any AM process such as SLS, SLM, etc. 

One of the highlights of this system is the requirement for a STL/CAD to generate process 

plan for the entire hybrid system. Such approach can be employed in combining advantages 

of similar additive and subtractive processes; in this case Electron Beam Melting (EBM) and 

rapid CNC machining (CNC-RP) are used. 

Summary 

In this chapter, the AIMS system’ economic metrics were demonstrated through a 

case study of a single part using EBM and CNC-RP where the part is functional load-bearing 

assembly part made of difficult to machine titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V.  

 It was shown that the decision to use CNC-RP versus the hybrid system is impacted 

by the machinability and material cost, along with geometric and size considerations of the 

part.  For the part used for our illustration, the hybrid approach is more economically 

attractive for more expensive and harder to machine materials while CNC-RP is favored for 

less expensive and easier to machine materials.  The hybrid system also becomes less 

expensive when multiple parts can be produced in the AM process simultaneously (either lot 

size increases beyond a single unit or pairing with other parts or orders in a single EBM 

build) subject to build volume-orientation constraints.   
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Introduction 

In this chapter, an overall summary of this work is provided along with specific 

contributions of the research. Also, directions for future research are presented based on this 

study to fully develop AIMS for automated process planning and production environment.  

7.1. Research Summary 

 In this dissertation, a novel hybrid process called AIMS (Additive Manufacturing 

Integrated with Subtractive Methods) was presented. Based on the major advantages and 

limitations of additive and subtractive manufacturing principles presented in Chapter 1, an 

argument for integrating the additive with subtractive manufacturing approaches was 

presented. It was noted that poor surface finish and lack of high part tolerance were the main 

drawbacks of current AM methods. On the other hand, subtractive methods required custom 

tooling and fixtures. It was identified that developing a hybrid process that does not interfere 

with existing AM and SM processes, and can be implemented across all AM processes is the 

key to successfully developing a rapid ‘high precision’ hybrid process.  

 A recent development in SM namely, CNC-RP was shown to emulate ‘fixture-less’ 

layer-by-layer approach of AM techniques and its advantages and disadvantages were noted. 

Further, existing hybrid systems such as LAMP and UC were also reviewed and it was found 

that the major advantage of existing hybrid methods is the presence of a constant/fixed 

coordinate system which allows for seamlessly switching between AM and SM  operations 

‘in the same machine environment’.  
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Finally, motivation for a new hybrid method which can be used in conjunction with 

any AM process including binder-jetting and powder-bed fusion methods was presented. The 

AIMS process was presented in detail and the different coordinate systems associated with 

the part, fixtures, CNC-RP and AM systems were illustrated. Findings from feasibility 

studies showed that machining allowance added to the part prior to AM processing needs to 

account for the non-ideal part-toolpath location when near-net AM fixtures are used. 

Influence of fixturing from inaccuracies in AM processing and surface roughness was 

presented and the corresponding transformation models were developed. Further, based on 

the AIMS process model an overarching scope of research and a desired automated process 

flow required detailed. Process performance metrics for AIMS namely unit cost, production 

time and material consumption were outlined as function of process variables such as fixture 

design, build volume constraints and machining allowance required.  

 In Chapter 4, the objectives associated with this study (1) Novel Modeling of fixture 

deviations based on fixture accuracy and surface characteristics, (2) Developing of fixture 

design heuristics and (3) Novel Modeling of part deviation based on part and fixture designs 

to estimate the part overgrowth required was presented with corresponding methodologies. 

The contact plane of the fixture with the chuck was analyzed for fixture inaccuracies based 

on the maximum and minimum deviation of the planes from the nominal surfaces of AM-

made fixtures. A heuristic with sets of decision criteria in fixture designing (tri-planar and 

cylindrical) was presented.  
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In this study, it was executed manually for the specific part designs that were 

analyzed. Finally, the interactions between part geometry and the overall fixture inaccuracies 

were identified to develop a model to estimate corresponding part overgrowth.  

 In Chapter 5, models developed for part location were validated successfully for 

EBM built near-net parts. Dependencies concerning design parameters such as part datum 

location, critical features, part length, fixture geometry were presented. All of these 

dependencies will be “part specific”. The developed model can be used for alternative part 

designs and with analysis of other AM fixture surfaces. Analysis of fixturing inaccuracies 

found that tri-planar fixture designs had better accuracy than cylindrical fixtures. This could 

be attributed to the presence of wafer support and sintered powder in the downward facing 

surfaces of a cylinder during its build orientation. Within tri-planar design fixtures, it was 

found that the contact surfaces which are perpendicular to the build direction had more 

impact on deviation (one order of magnitude) due to wafer supports on the fixturing 

deviation. The developed model for part deviation was tested through controlled fixture 

deviations using precision shims to validate the estimation of the fixture coordinate system. 

Finally, tri-planar fixtures were developed in alternative AM- (DMLS) build orientations to 

eliminate the effects of support structures on the contact planes. Subsequently, the part 

overgrowth estimation was tested for a functional part with tolerance requirements. 

 Economic models were developed for AIMS and CNC-RP in Chapter 6 to identify 

the critical process variables that impact the performance metrics and it was found that 

elimination of hogging and roughing in AIMS reduces the unit cost significantly.   
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The study also highlighted the advantage of AIMS system for low-volume production 

particularly in the case of expensive tough-to-process alloys with higher material utilization. 

The impact of improving fixturing inaccuracies on lowering the overall unit cost in AIMS 

was also noted. 

7.2. Research Contributions 

The following presents a summary of the contributions identified from this research: 

 Models of the fixture deviation corresponding to a near-net AM process based 

on form inaccuracy and surface characteristics were developed. This can be 

further used to evaluate the fixturing errors associated with any AM or 

‘casting’-like bulk processes. The models show some obvious findings such 

as: 1) larger diameter fixture lugs will reduce positional error, 2) spacing the 

fixture lugs farther apart also reduces fixture positioning error, and 3) shape of 

the sacrificial lugs can arrest a rotation degree of freedom and assist in 

location. 

 The analytical models developed appear to accurately represent the maximum 

deviation limits for near-net shape fixturing. 

 Part overgrowth criteria based on part geometry with respect to fixture 

deviations were presented and this is critical to determine fixture-part 

tolerance stacking inaccuracies. This model can be used to calculate the part 

overgrowth based on part geometry (aspect ratio, cross-section) with respect 

to fixture deviations (geometry and location). 
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 Critical features-based fixture design criteria were developed and can be 

automated using textured CAD file format to evaluate fixture placements prior 

to AM and minimize part deviations. 

 The influence of fixture design on overall process deviation was presented as 

a function of fixture geometry and build orientation. This is an important 

factor since the overall finish-process accuracy is predicated on the fixture 

deviation and subsequently, the corresponding overgrowth. 

 Cost models that can be employed with any AM-process, part-fixture 

geometries, material and operating costs were developed and the tremendous 

impact of the developed hybrid method of AM process were illustrated. Most 

importantly, the significance of AIMS for low volume batches was presented. 

7.3. Future Research 

For future research, the characterization models that were developed in this model 

can be adapted to other metal-AM methods such as ExOne systems to estimate fixturing 

inaccuracies. AM process accuracies can be recorded for varying materials, part geometry, 

build volume and orientation to develop an empirical model to estimate fixturing deviations.  

The part overgrowth parameter can be simultaneously optimized by using reverse 

engineering of the AM part in the machine coordinate system to identify part feature specific 

deviation. This can be achieved by using image-based data acquisition systems such as a 

laser scanner to determine the actual location of part features to generate and/or adapt 

toolpath to successfully produce the final part.  
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Also, algorithms can be developed to automate the fixture design using recorded data 

on different fixture inaccuracies, machining forces based on part geometry and tool 

parameters. In addition, using a textured or labeled CAD file format can be implemented to 

identify the critical surfaces to identify fixture locations. 

Studies on re-generation of toolpath after each rotational orientation can be performed 

to eliminate idle toolpath movements due to global part overgrowth and it would help in 

more efficient finish machining based on real-time estimation of machining volume. Another 

area of future focus should be the ability to produce thin wall features with appropriate 

combination of part overgrowth and machining parameters through hybrid manufacturing. 

This will enhance the applications of AIMS by eliminating deflection issues through robust 

fixture design. Finally, AIMS could be enhanced by developing hybrid-centric visibility 

analysis that could be adapted for ‘minimum-tool length’ and ‘critical surfaces’ since unlike 

conventional CNC-RP bulk of the roughing operations does not exist. 
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APPENDICES 
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Appendix 1: Machining Parameters 

The machine tool used has a rapid travel speed of 600 mm/s and can produce up to 

25kW of machining force. Based on recommendations from Machinery’s Handbook, the 

process parameters for Ti64 using a 9.525 mm 4-flute carbide flat end mill were identified as 

910 rpm for a conservative depth of cut of 0.18 mm in accordance with Taylor's rule (layer 

thickness in CNC-RP).  
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Appendix 2: Circular Fixture- Calculation  

#include <fstream> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <vector> 

#include <istream> 

#include <ostream> 

#include <iterator> 

#include <algorithm> 

#include <string> 

#include <iomanip> 

 

#include <pcl/point_types.h> 

#include <pcl/point_cloud.h> 

//#include <pcl/PolygonMesh.h> 

 

//#include <pcl/io/vtk_io.h> 

 

#include <pcl/io/pcd_io.h> 

#include <pcl/visualization/cloud_viewer.h> 

//#include <pcl/visualization/pcl_visualizer.h> 

#include <pcl/visualization/point_cloud_handlers.h> 

//#include <pcl/io/ply_io.h> 

 

//#include <pcl/sample_consensus/ransac.h> 

//#include <pcl/sample_consensus/sac_model_cylinder.h> 

#include <pcl/features/normal_3d.h> 

 

//#include <pcl/registration/ia_ransac.h> 

#include <pcl/sample_consensus/method_types.h> 

#include <pcl/sample_consensus/model_types.h> 

#include <pcl/segmentation/sac_segmentation.h> 

#include <pcl/ModelCoefficients.h> 

#include <pcl/common/common.h> 

#include <pcl/common/distances.h> 

 

typedef pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ> Pxyz; 

 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 

     

    std::ifstream csvpoints; 

    if (argc > 0) csvpoints.open(argv[1]); 

    else csvpoints.open("cylinder.csv"); 

    Pxyz::Ptr cylinder(new Pxyz); 

     

    while(csvpoints.good()) 

    {        pcl::PointXYZ temp; 
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  char dump; 

        csvpoints >> temp.x >> dump >> temp.y >> dump >> temp.z; 

        cylinder->push_back(temp); 

    } 

 

    //Kludge to remove bad last point 

    cylinder->erase(--(cylinder->end())); 

      

    //To calculate normals 

    //Needed by the parameter estimator for some reason 

    pcl::NormalEstimation<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::Normal> ne; 

    pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr tree (new pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ> ()); 

 

    pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr cloud_normals (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>); 

 

    ne.setSearchMethod (tree); 

    ne.setInputCloud (cylinder); 

    ne.setKSearch (10); 

    ne.compute (*cloud_normals); 

      

    //The sacmodel makes sure all the points are good and gives us the cylinder coeffs 

    pcl::SACSegmentationFromNormals<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::Normal> seg;//Create the sac function 

    pcl::ModelCoefficients coefficients; 

    pcl::PointIndices inliers_cylinder; 

     

    seg.setOptimizeCoefficients (true);//Set up the sac model 

    seg.setModelType (pcl::SACMODEL_CYLINDER); 

    seg.setMethodType (pcl::SAC_RANSAC); //Consider using different types of sac 

    seg.setNormalDistanceWeight (0.2); //Parameters to be tweaked 

    seg.setMaxIterations (1000); 

    seg.setDistanceThreshold (0.5); 

    seg.setRadiusLimits (0.9,1.1);//Set up to match actual cylinder exactly. 

    seg.setInputCloud (cylinder); 

    seg.setInputNormals (cloud_normals); 

    seg.segment (inliers_cylinder, coefficients); 

     

    //Spit out all coefficients (point, direction, radius) and index of inliers. 

    //All the points should be inliers 

    std::cout << "\nnum inliers:" << (inliers_cylinder.indices).size(); 

    std::cerr  << "\n\nCylinder coefficients: " << coefficients << std::endl; 

  

    //Convert coefficient forms 

    Eigen::Vector4f line_pt, line_dir, rad; 

 

    line_pt[0] = coefficients.values.at(0);//A point on the line 

    line_pt[1] = coefficients.values.at(1); 

    line_pt[2] = coefficients.values.at(2); 

    line_pt[3] = 0; 
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    line_dir[0] = coefficients.values.at(3);//Vector along line direction 

    line_dir[1] = coefficients.values.at(4); 

    line_dir[2] = coefficients.values.at(5); 

    line_dir[3] = 0; 

     

    float radius = coefficients.values.at(6); 

 

    //Compute distances to the axis of the cylinder 

    std::vector<double> distances; 

    for(Pxyz::iterator i = cylinder->begin(); i != cylinder->end(); i++) 

    { 

        Eigen::Vector4f pt(i->x,i->y,i->z,0); 

        distances.push_back(sqrt(pcl::sqrPointToLineDistance(pt,line_pt,line_dir))); 

    } 

 

    //Computing metrics 

    //Peak and valley 

    double peak( *(std::max_element(distances.begin(),distances.end())) - radius), 

           valley( *(std::min_element(distances.begin(),distances.end())) - radius); 

 

    //Computing cylindricity 

    double cylin(peak - valley); 

 

    //Computing other metrics - absolute average, average and rms 

    double absavg(0); 

    double davg(0); 

    double msq(0); 

    for(std::vector<double>::iterator i = distances.begin(); i<= distances.end(); i++) 

    { 

        absavg += fabs(*i - radius); 

        msq += pow((*i - radius),2); 

        davg += *i - radius; 

    } 

 

    absavg = absavg / distances.size(); 

    davg = davg / distances.size(); 

    msq = sqrt(msq/distances.size()); 

     

    //Computing sample variance 

    double var(0); 

    for(std::vector<double>::iterator i = distances.begin(); i<= distances.end(); i++) 

    { 

        var += pow((*i - davg),2); 

    } 

    var = var/distances.size(); 

 

    //Open file for writing - use argv for name 

    if (argc > 1)  
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       {      

        for (int i = 2; i < argc; i++) 

        { 

            if ((strcmp(argv[i],"-f") == 0) && (i < (argc - 1))) 

            { 

                ofstream cylinders;  

                cylinders.open(argv[i + 1], ios::out | ios::app);  

                 

                /* 

                cylinders << "\nFile: " << argv[1] << "\nRadius: " << radius << "\nPeak: " << peak  

                    << "\nValley: " << valley << "\ncylindricity: " << cylin << "\nRMS: " << msq  

                    << "\nAverage absolute deviation: " << absavg  

                    << "\nAverage deviation: " << davg << "\nVariance: " << var << std::endl;  

                */ 

             

                cylinders <<  radius*2 << "," << (radius + peak)*2 <<"," << (radius + valley)*2  << 

std::endl; 

                cylinders.close(); 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

     

    //Else just pipe to output 

 

    std::cout << "\nFile: " << argv[1] << "\nRadius: " << radius << "\nPeak: " << peak  

        << "\nValley: " << valley << "\ncylindricity: " << cylin << "\nRMS: " << msq  

        << "\nAverage absolute deviation: " << absavg << "\nAverage deviation: "  

        << davg << "\nVariance: " << var << std::endl; 

 

    /*while(!viewer.wasStopped()) 

    { 

    }*/ 

} 
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Appendix 3: Tri-Planar Fixture- Calculation 

 

#include <fstream> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <vector> 

#include <istream> 

#include <ostream> 

#include <iterator> 

#include <algorithm> 

#include <string> 

 

#include <pcl/point_types.h> 

#include <pcl/point_cloud.h> 

//#include <pcl/PolygonMesh.h> 

 

//#include <pcl/io/vtk_io.h> 

 

#include <pcl/io/pcd_io.h> 

#include <pcl/visualization/cloud_viewer.h> 

//#include <pcl/visualization/pcl_visualizer.h> 

#include <pcl/visualization/point_cloud_handlers.h> 

//#include <pcl/io/ply_io.h> 

 

//#include <pcl/sample_consensus/ransac.h> 

//#include <pcl/sample_consensus/sac_model_cylinder.h> 

#include <pcl/features/normal_3d.h> 

 

//#include <pcl/registration/ia_ransac.h> 

#include <pcl/sample_consensus/method_types.h> 

#include <pcl/sample_consensus/model_types.h> 

#include <pcl/segmentation/sac_segmentation.h> 

#include <pcl/ModelCoefficients.h> 

#include <pcl/common/common.h> 

#include <pcl/common/distances.h> 

#include <pcl/common/centroid.h> 

 

 

typedef pcl::PointCloud<pcl::PointXYZ> Pxyz; 

 

//float pdist(pcl::PointXYZ pt, Eigen::Vector3f v, float norm_v); 

double pdist(pcl::PointXYZ pt, Eigen::Vector3f v, double d); 

 

int main(int argc, char** argv) 

{ 
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    std::ifstream csvpoints; 

    if (argc > 0) csvpoints.open(argv[1]); 

    else csvpoints.open("trisides.csv"); 

     

    Pxyz::Ptr plane1(new Pxyz); 

    Pxyz::Ptr plane2(new Pxyz); 

    Pxyz::Ptr plane3(new Pxyz); 

     

    int posn(0);  

    float Xc(0), Yc(0), Zc(0); 

    while(csvpoints.good()) 

    { 

        pcl::PointXYZ temp; 

        char dump; 

        csvpoints >> temp.x >> dump >> temp.y >> dump >> temp.z; 

        if (posn < 100) plane1->push_back(temp); 

        else if (posn < 200) plane2-> push_back(temp); 

        else if (posn < 300) plane3-> push_back(temp); 

        //if (posn < 300) {Xc += temp.x; Yc += temp.y; Zc += temp.z;} 

        posn++; 

    } 

 

    Pxyz CentCloud; 

    CentCloud +=*plane1; 

    CentCloud +=*plane2; 

    CentCloud +=*plane3; 

    Eigen::Vector4f C; 

    pcl::compute3DCentroid(CentCloud, C); 

    //std::cout << "\nCentroud: " << C << std::endl; 

 

    //Calculate centroid 

    pcl::PointXYZ PC(C[0],C[1],C[2]); 

 

    //To calculate normals from the pointcloud 

    pcl::NormalEstimation<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::Normal> ne; 

    pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ>::Ptr tree (new pcl::search::KdTree<pcl::PointXYZ> ()); 

 

    pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr Nplane1 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>); 

    pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr Nplane2 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>); 

    pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>::Ptr Nplane3 (new pcl::PointCloud<pcl::Normal>); 

 

    ne.setSearchMethod (tree); 

    ne.setKSearch (10); 

 

    ne.setInputCloud (plane1); 

    ne.compute (*Nplane1); 

    ne.setInputCloud (plane2); 
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    ne.compute (*Nplane2); 

     

 

    ne.setInputCloud (plane3); 

    ne.compute (*Nplane3); 

 

    /*pcl::RandomSampleConsensus<pcl::PointXYZ> ransac (model_c); 

    ransac.setDistanceThreshold (.01); 

    ransac.computeModel(); 

    ransac.getInliers(inliers);*/ 

 

    //The sacmodel makes sure all the points are good and gives us the cylinder coeffs 

    pcl::SACSegmentationFromNormals<pcl::PointXYZ, pcl::Normal> seg;//Create the sac function 

 

    pcl::ModelCoefficients Pcoeffs1; 

    pcl::ModelCoefficients Pcoeffs2; 

    pcl::ModelCoefficients Pcoeffs3; 

     

    pcl::PointIndices Iplane1; 

    pcl::PointIndices Iplane2; 

    pcl::PointIndices Iplane3; 

     

    seg.setOptimizeCoefficients (true);//Set up the sac model 

    seg.setModelType (pcl::SACMODEL_PLANE); 

    seg.setMethodType (pcl::SAC_RANSAC); //Consider using different types of sac 

     

    seg.setNormalDistanceWeight (0.2); //Parameters to be tweaked 

    seg.setMaxIterations (1000); 

    seg.setDistanceThreshold (0.02); 

 

    seg.setInputCloud (plane1); 

    seg.setInputNormals (Nplane1); 

    seg.segment (Iplane1, Pcoeffs1); 

     

    seg.setInputCloud (plane2); 

    seg.setInputNormals (Nplane2); 

    seg.segment (Iplane2, Pcoeffs2); 

     

    seg.setInputCloud (plane3); 

    seg.setInputNormals (Nplane3); 

    seg.segment (Iplane3, Pcoeffs3); 

 

    //Spit out all coefficients (point, direction, radius) and index of inliers. 

    //All the points should be inliers 

    std::cout << "\nnum inliers1:" << (Iplane1.indices).size(); 

    std::cout << "\nnum inliers2:" << (Iplane2.indices).size(); 

    std::cout << "\nnum inliers3:" << (Iplane3.indices).size(); 
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    /* 

    std::cerr  << "\nCoefficients1: " << Pcoeffs1;  

    std::cerr  << "\nCoefficients2: " << Pcoeffs2;  

    std::cerr  << "\nCoefficients3: " << Pcoeffs3 << std::endl;  

     

    */ 

 

    Eigen::Vector3f v1,v2,v3; 

    double d1,d2,d3; 

 

    v1[0] = Pcoeffs1.values.at(0); 

    v1[1] = Pcoeffs1.values.at(1); 

    v1[2] = Pcoeffs1.values.at(2); 

    d1 = Pcoeffs1.values.at(3); 

  

    v2[0] = Pcoeffs2.values.at(0); 

    v2[1] = Pcoeffs2.values.at(1); 

    v2[2] = Pcoeffs2.values.at(2); 

    d2 = Pcoeffs2.values.at(3); 

  

    v3[0] = Pcoeffs3.values.at(0); 

    v3[1] = Pcoeffs3.values.at(1); 

    v3[2] = Pcoeffs3.values.at(2); 

    d3 = Pcoeffs3.values.at(3); 

 

    v1 = v1.normalized(); 

    v2 = v2.normalized(); 

    v3 = v3.normalized(); 

     

    //Creating the proper orientation 

    if (pdist(PC,v1,d1) > 0) {v1 = -1*v1; d1 = -1*d1;} 

    if (pdist(PC,v2,d2) > 0) {v2 = -1*v2; d2 = -1*d2;}  

    if (pdist(PC,v3,d3) > 0) {v3 = -1*v3; d3 = -1*d3;} 

 

    double Cd1 = -1*pdist(PC,v1,d1); 

    double Cd2 = -1*pdist(PC,v2,d2); 

    double Cd3 = -1*pdist(PC,v3,d3); 

 

    /* 

    std::cout << "\nV1:" << v1 

        << "\nV2:" << v2 

        << "\nV3:" << v3 << std::endl; 

    */     

 

    //Calculate distances to the respective planes 

    std::vector<double> distances1; 

    for(Pxyz::iterator i = plane1->begin(); i != plane1->end(); i++) 
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 { 

        distances1.push_back(pdist(*i,v1,d1)); 

    } 

     

    std::vector<double> distances2; 

    for(Pxyz::iterator i = plane2->begin(); i != plane2->end(); i++) 

    { 

         

        distances2.push_back(pdist(*i,v2,d2)); 

    } 

 

    std::vector<double> distances3; 

    for(Pxyz::iterator i = plane3->begin(); i != plane3->end(); i++) 

    { 

        distances3.push_back(pdist(*i,v3,d3)); 

    }    

 

    //Extract peak and valley points 

    double peak1 = *(std::max_element(distances1.begin(),distances1.end())); 

    double valley1 = *(std::min_element(distances1.begin(),distances1.end())); 

    pcl::PointXYZ P1 = plane1->at(std::max_element(distances1.begin(),distances1.end()) - 

distances1.begin()); 

    pcl::PointXYZ V1 = plane1->at(std::min_element(distances1.begin(),distances1.end()) - 

distances1.begin()); 

 

    double peak2 = *(std::max_element(distances2.begin(),distances2.end())); 

    double valley2 = *(std::min_element(distances2.begin(),distances2.end())); 

    pcl::PointXYZ P2 = plane2->at(std::max_element(distances2.begin(),distances2.end()) - 

distances2.begin()); 

    pcl::PointXYZ V2 = plane2->at(std::min_element(distances2.begin(),distances2.end()) - 

distances2.begin()); 

 

    double peak3 = *(std::max_element(distances3.begin(),distances3.end())); 

    double valley3 = *(std::min_element(distances3.begin(),distances3.end())); 

    pcl::PointXYZ P3 = plane3->at(std::max_element(distances3.begin(),distances3.end()) - 

distances3.begin()); 

    pcl::PointXYZ V3 = plane3->at(std::min_element(distances3.begin(),distances3.end()) - 

distances3.begin()); 

     

    std::cout << "\n\nFile: " << argv[1]  

        << "\n\nPlane1:\nV1:\n" << v1  << "\nD1:" << d1 << "\nCentroid to plane: " << Cd1 << 

"\nPeak1 Point: " << P1  

        << "\nPeak1 height:" << peak1 << "\nValley1 Point: " << V1 << "\nValley1 height:" << valley1   

        << "\n\nPlane2:\nV2:\n" << v2  << "\nD2:" << d2 << "\nCentroid to plane: " << Cd2 << 

"\nPeak2 Point: " << P2  

        << "\nPeak2 height:" << peak2 << "\nValley2 Point: " << V2 << "\nValley2 height:" << valley2   

        << "\n\nPlane3:\nV3:\n" << v3  << "\nD3:" << d3 << "\nCentroid to plane: " << Cd3 << 

"\nPeak3 Point: " << P3  
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   << "\nPeak3 height:" << peak3 << "\nValley3 Point: " << V3 << "\nValley3 height:" << valley3 << 

std::endl; 

     

    //Open file for writing - use argv for name 

    if (argc > 1)  

    {      

        for (int i = 2; i < argc; i++) 

        { 

            if ((strcmp(argv[i],"-f") == 0) && (i < (argc - 1))) 

            

           { 

                ofstream planes;  

                planes.open(argv[i + 1], ios::out | ios::app);  

                planes << "\n\nFile: " << argv[1]  

                    << "\n\nPlane1:\nV1:\n" << v1  << "\nD1:" << d1 << "\nCentroid to plane: " << Cd1 << 

"\nPeak1 Point: " << P1  

                    << "\nPeak1 height:" << peak1 << "\nValley1 Point: " << V1 << "\nValley1 height:" << 

valley1   

                    << "\n\nPlane2:\nV2:\n" << v2  << "\nD2:" << d2 << "\nCentroid to plane: " << Cd2 << 

"\nPeak2 Point: " << P2  

                    << "\nPeak2 height:" << peak2 << "\nValley2 Point: " << V2 << "\nValley2 height:" << 

valley2   

                    << "\n\nPlane3:\nV3:\n" << v3  << "\nD3:" << d3 << "\nCentroid to plane: " << Cd3 << 

"\nPeak3 Point: " << P3  

                    << "\nPeak3 height:" << peak3 << "\nValley3 Point: " << V3 << "\nValley3 height:" << 

valley3 << std::endl; 

                 

            

                planes.close(); 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

    

    bool isView(false); 

    if (argc > 1)  

    {      

        for (int i = 2; i < argc; i++) 

        { 

            if (strcmp(argv[i],"-v") == 0) isView = true; 

        } 

    } 

 

    if(isView)  

    { 

        pcl::visualization::CloudViewer viewer("Simple Cloud Viewer"); 

        Pxyz::Ptr forviewer (new Pxyz);  

        *forviewer += *plane1; 
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*forviewer += *plane2; 

        *forviewer += *plane3; 

        viewer.showCloud(forviewer); 

         

        while(!viewer.wasStopped()) 

        { 

        }  

    } 

} 

 

 

 

double pdist(pcl::PointXYZ pt, Eigen::Vector3f v, double d) 

{ 

    Eigen::Vector3f ept(pt.x,pt.y,pt.z); 

    return ((v.dot(ept) + d)); 

} 


